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BOOK OF Remembrance

TEMPLE BETH-EL
OF GREAT NECK
Elie Wiesel writes,

“The call of memory, the call to memory, reaches us from the very dawn of history. No commandment figures so frequently, so insistently, in the Bible. It is incumbent upon us to remember…”

This is a Book of Remembrance.

Each of the names printed here represents an entire world, a world unique unto itself. We attempt now to touch that world, a world of dreams realized and of dreams as yet unfulfilled, a world of shadows and of light. We hold these names close, and in so doing, we feel the presence of those who touched our lives so deeply.

Life often pushes us to rush ahead, to focus on the tasks still ahead, on the future alone, but now, at this Yizkor service, we take time to look back. We take time simply to be with those whom we loved so deeply, those who changed us forever. We create a space for memory.

We now come into awareness of the comforting presence of the community which surrounds us in this beloved sanctuary. We also take time to be alone with ourselves, alone with our thoughts of those who are now gone from this earth. What memories rush back with particular poignancy? What laughter? What tears? Can we learn from the regrets which the past may hold? Can we ask forgiveness from those who are no more? Can we forgive ourselves for what we did or what we failed to do? Each life contains a spark of the Divine. What precious teachings, what truth did the life of our loved ones hold?

The verb lizkor, “to remember” is used no less than 169 times in the Hebrew Bible. The great historian Yosef Yerushalmi writes that “Only in Israel and nowhere else is the injunction to remember felt as a religious imperative to an entire people.” It has been said that when the Jew says, “I believe,” what he or she truly means is, “I remember.” Through memory, we attempt to touch the reality of what once was and to transform it into a vision of what shall be.

Even as we face our losses, may we embrace this New Year 5777 and each new day with gratitude for those with whom we have shared life’s path. May their memories inspire us to live more fully, more joyfully, and may their souls be bound up in the bonds of life and love everlasting.

Rabbis Tara and Meir Feldman
In Memory of

Dr. Norma S. Aaron, mother, grandmother
Dr. Robert S. Aaron, father, grandfather
Fred D. Feldman, father, grandfather
Mark K. Feldman, brother
Robyn M. Aaron, sister
Minnie and Max Koeppel, grandparents
Harriet and Joseph Feldman, grandparents
Tillie and Meyer Schilder, grandparents
Sarah and George Aaron, grandparents
Gerry, Grace, Lenny, May, Selma, Ruth, aunts
Arthur, Ben, Bill, Joe, Alfred, Bevin, Gene, Hy, Ted, uncles
Michael, Connie, Bruce, Roger, Susan, Alan, cousins
Edward Poole, friend

Remembered by Jacalyn, Andrew, Robert and Stephanie Aaron, Meredith and Michael Gebhardt

Charles Abelson, husband, father, father-in-law
Edith Sachs, mother, grandmother
Gertrude Abelson, mother
Oscar Abelson, father
Len Sachs, uncle
Julia Roth, grandmother
Michael Roth, grandfather
Jean Sachs, grandmother
Jack Sachs, grandfather
Lynn Goldfarb Gordon, dear friend

Remembered by Ronnie and Marisa Abelson, Ashley and John Birchall

Hanina Abitbul, mother-in-law
Yichiya Abitbul, father-in-law
Richard Nixen, father

Remembered by their loving children and grandchildren Daniel, Candace, Ayelet, Hanna and Adam Abitbul

David Aboulafia, beloved husband, father
Julius Kupferschmid, father
Rose Kupferschmid, mother
Max Aboulafia, father
Stella Aboulafia, mother

Remembered by Ruth Aboulafia, Mark and Aimee

Solomon Abraham, father
Mildred Abraham, mother
George Bickler, father
Dorothy Bickler, mother
Russel Bickler, brother
Rachel Berger, aunt
Otto Berger, uncle
Stuart Berger, cousin

Remembered by Sharon and Carl Abraham

Mildred Abrams, mother, grandmother
Joseph Abrams, father, grandfather
Adelaide Goldstein, mother, grandmother
Charles Goldstein, father, grandfather
Rose Goldstein, grandmother
Gussie Singer, grandmother
Adolf Kauder, grandfather
Sadie Kauder, grandmother
Joseph Kauder, uncle
Saul Kauder, uncle
Harry Agress, uncle
Stella Agress, aunt

Remembered by Leslie, Franklin, Courtney, Jason and Ewa Abrams

Leon Abramson, husband
Louis Chuzmir, father
Joseph Abramson, father
Anna Abramson, mother
Louis Chuzmir, father
Florence Chuzmir, mother

Remembered by Lorraine Abramson

H. Henry Adler, father, grandfather
Geraldine K. Adler, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Karen and Ed Adler and Family

Spenser Bree Ahmed, daughter, sister, granddaughter, niece

Remembered by The Ahmed Family

Irving Albert, father
Thelma Albert, mother
Sol Wolin, father
Lorayne Wolin, mother

Remembered by Randee and Michael Albert
In Memory of

Frances Allen, mother
Leonard Dicker, father

*Remembered by The Allen-Dicker Family*

Susan Altfeder, wife, mother, grandmother
and great grandmother
Philip Kessner, father
Esther Kessner, mother
Leo Altfeder, father
Molly Altfeder, mother
Philip Altfeder, brother
Leo Altfeder, son
Stephen Altfeder, son
Felix Kestenberg, cousin

*Remembered by Ira I. Altfeder*

Florence Altmann, mother
Chester Altmann, father
Charles Wender, father
Dorothy M. Wender, mother
Rose Malach Sexton, aunt
Cecil Malach, uncle
Ruth Malach, aunt
Norman Wender, uncle
Dorothy Wender, aunt
Lena Wender, grandmother
Isadore Wender, grandfather
Isaac Malach, grandfather
Getta Malach, grandmother
Stephen Altmann, cousin
Sylvia Altmann, aunt
Dr. Donald Altmann, uncle
Murray Katz, uncle
May Katz, aunt
Harvey Solomon, grandfather
Essie Solomon, grandmother
Simon Altmann, grandfather
Leon Katz, grandfather
Mariam Katz, grandmother
Shirely Bockoff, aunt

*Remembered by The Altmann Wender Family*

Jules Rosen, father, father-in-law,
grandfather
Phyllis Rosen, mother, mother-in-law,
grandmother
Gustave Anderson, father, father-in-law,
grandfather
Elizabeth Anderson, mother, mother-in-
law, grandmother

*Remembered by Marcia, Ed and Paul Anderson*

Neil Brenner, father

*Remembered by Elana and David, Brody
and Britney Andrews*

George Feinman, father, grandfather
Rebecca and Max Feinman, grandparents
Sadie and Nathan Cieser, grandparents
Frieda Hoffman, aunt
Jerry Hoffman, cousin

*Remembered by Sandie Feinman Antar*

Ceil Todd, mother
Maurice Antar, father

*Remembered by Sam Antar*

Ilse Appelman, wife and mother
Hedwig Schott and Albert Schott, mother-
in-law and father-in-law

*Remembered by David and Kim Appelman*

Ilse Appelman, mother
Hedwig Schott, grandmother
Albert Schott, grandfather
Brian Sword, friend

*Remembered by Joyce and Barry Appelman*

Gertrude Greenspan, mother, grandmother
Jack Greenspan, father, grandfather

*Remembered by Maxine and Jaron Argiz*
In Memory of

Bernard W. Kofsky, father  
Rachel Kofsky, mother  
Rebecca Kofsky, grandmother  
Irving Aronson, father  
Anne S. Aronson, mother  
Samuel Aronson, grandfather  
Minnie Aronson, grandmother  
Ida Cohen, grandmother  
Samuel Cohen, grandfather  
Allen Cohen, uncle  
Sara Cohen, aunt  
David Aronson, uncle  
Emmanuel Aronson, uncle  
Herbert Aronson, uncle  
Miriam Aronson, aunt

Remembered by Barbara and William Aronson and Family

Donald M. Aronson, husband  
Ruth Magdol Rogenstein, mother  
David Magdol, father  
Blanche Aronson, mother  
Mortimer Aronson, father  
Bertha Zinnecker, friend

Remembered by Carole Aronson and family

Leila Allen, mother, grandmother  
Glenn Allen, father, grandfather  
Jerome M. Artsis, father-in-law, grandfather  
Mildred Artsis, mother-in-law, grandmother

Remembered by Glenda Artsis

Jeff Isaac Auerbach, father  
Norma Auerbach, mother

Remembered by Laura Auerbach

Mack N. Axinn, father  
Lili Axinn-Reinis, mother  
Ned L. Brody, father  
Hazel Brody, mother  
Helen Brody, stepmother  
Beatrice Gerber, aunt  
Hallie Brody, niece

Remembered by Helene and Daniel Axinn

Jack Schnaper, father  
Sheldon Baily, father  
Anne Graulich, aunt  
Rae Baily, mother  
Honey Baily, child  

Remembered by the Baily Family

Evelyn Dorman, mother, nana  
Bernard Dorman, father, poppy

Remembered by Harriet and Irwin Balbera, and Lauren Seiden

Alex Lieberman, father  
Mae Lieberman, mother  
Nathan Barshop, father  
Ruth Barshop, mother  
Larry Lieberman, brother

Remembered by Leslie and Ronald Barshop

Serth D. Bartner, husband  
Jeanette R. Musken, mother  
William Musken, father  
Arthur Musken, brother  
Anne Freeman Bartner, mother-in-law  
Max G. Bartner, father-in-law  
Josselyn M. Shore, uncle  
Irene Shore, aunt

Remembered by Barbara Bartner

Morton Bass, husband  
Sol G. Atlas, father  
Edythe Atlas, mother  
Tara, loved one

Remembered by Sandra Atlas Bass

Arnold Beeferman, father

Remembered by Bruce Beeferman and family

Beatrice Fischer, grandmother  
Jack Fischer, grandfather  
William Reisman, grandfather  
Jack Benjamin, grandfather  
Jewel Benjamin, grandmother  
Max Levenson, grandfather  
Molly Levenson, grandmother  
Sylvia Reisman, grandmother  
Leonard Fishman, uncle

Remembered by Leslie & Ed Benjamin
In Memory Of

Leonard Bergstein, husband, father
Max Zingeser, father, grandfather
Bertha Zingeser, mother, grandmother
Sylvia Reisman, grandmother
Shirley Hauss, sister, aunt
Sam Bergstein, father-in-law, grandfather
Mae Bergstein, mother-in-law, grandmother
Sol Bergstein, uncle
Leonard Fishman, uncle

Remembered by Marilyn Bergstein, Robin, Wendy and Jaimi

Beverly Elbaum, companion

Remembered by Paul Berk

Karen Penner, mother, grandmother
Howard Bernstein, father
Selma and Abe Bernstein, grandparents
Sarah and Jacob Penner, grandparents
Vera and Herb Thorn, grandparents

Remembered by Debbie and Doug Bernstein and Family

Pearl Moses Bernstein, mother
Nelson Richard Bernstein, father
Maxwell R. Spiegelman, father
Rita Spiegelman Abelson, mother
Louis C. Abelson, step-father

Remembered by Robert and Carol Bernstein

Barney Baker, father
Bob Blaine, father
Bradley Baker, brother
Ellen Stein, friend

Remembered by Marilyn and Jerry Blaine

Leonard Bleetstein, husband
Bernard Bank, father
Bella Bank, mother
Abraham Bleetstein, father-in-law
Wilhelmina Bleetstein, mother-in-law
Joel Bleetstein, brother-in-law
Michael Bleetstein, nephew
Ed Friedman, friend
Florence Friedman, friend
John Hanau, friend
Irene Kolker, friend
Klaus Bergman, friend
Barbara Bergman, friend
Gertrude Fried, friend
Myra Levitt, friend
Aaron Hantman, friend

Remembered by Rita Bleetstein

Burton Block, husband
Darcy Rauch, mother
Albert Rauch, father
Edith Block, mother
Percy Block, father
Ellen Wolfson, sister
Walter Wolfson, brother-in-law
Harding Frankel, brother-in-law
Ivy Layne, friend

Remembered by Renee Block

Eugene Bodian, husband
Amy Bodian, daughter
Rebecca Bodian, mother-in-law
Abraham Bodian, father-in-law
Gloria Richman, mother
Benjamin Richman, father
Edith Wertheim, sister
Esta Pravda, sister
Tess Bodian, sister
Anna Koeppel, sister
Martin Bodian, brother-in-law
Millicent Bacal, friend

Remembered by Lorna Bodian
In Memory of

Arthur Koslow, father
Myra Dworking, godmother
Judith Borg, grandmother
Milton Goichman, grandfather
Yvette Goichman, grandmother
Sophie Eichel, grandmother
  Remembered by Kim and Neil Borg

Flo and Max Stein, grandparents
Dotty and Teddy Boshnack, grandparents
Rose and Dave Friner, grandparents
  Remembered by Amy and Jared Bosnack

Mitchell Boyer, son
Robert Fishbein, son-in-law
Betty Kagel, mother
Ada Boyer, mother
Michael Boyer, father
Charles Boyer, brother
Shirley Kagel, grandmother
William Kagel, grandfather
Hannah Balogh, grandmother
Joseph Balogh, grandfather
Birtha Binder, grandmother
Larry Browd, uncle
Syd Kagel, aunt
Jerry Kagel, uncle
Florence Seitz, aunt
Stanley Seitz, uncle
Pauline Miller, aunt
Lenny Miller, uncle
Rhoda Kagel, cousin
Robert Kagel, cousin
  Remembered by René and Bruce Boyer and Family

Jeannie Brandeis, mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother
Norman Brandeis, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
Roslyn Riesenberg, mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother
Herbert Riesenberg, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
Shlomo Kermanian, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
Ira Cohen, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
  Remembered by the Brandeis family and the Kermanian family

Helen Braunstein, mother
  Remembered by Elliott Braunstein

Edith Bravman, mother
Louis Bravman, father
Rose Dubrow, mother
Samuel Dubrow, father
Jordan Dubrow, brother
Anne Kagan, aunt
  Remembered by Melvin and Estelle Bravman

Stanley Bresnick, father, father-in-law
Anne Bresnick, mother
Dr. William I. Sheinfeld, father, father-in-law
Beatrice E. Sheinfeld, mother, mother-in-law
  Remembered by Dr. Philip and Margaret Bresnick

Paul Brichta, husband
Helen Glassman, mother
Max Glassman, father
Else Brichta, mother-in-law
Fred Brichta, father-in-law
  Remembered by Hannah Brichta

Milton Weiss, father
Pearl Weiss, mother
Philip Brook, father
Helen Brook, mother
  Remembered by Ellie and Richard Brook
In Memory of

Louis Edward Brooks, husband
Elizabeth Brooks, daughter
June Elaine Brooks, daughter
  *Remembered by Jeanette Brooks*

Belle Brownstein, mother
Louis Brownstein, father
Esther Cohen, mother
Charles Cohen, father
Tylly Wodnitsky, grandmother
Isidore Wodnitsky, grandfather
Betty Canelstein, aunt
  *Remembered by Elaine and Daniel Brownstein*

Pinchas Burstein, husband
Arie Burstein, father-in-law
Sara Burstein, mother-in-law
Jacob Diamond, father
Ruth Diamond, mother
Martin Kane, brother
Fay Kane, sister
  *Remembered by Carol Burstein*

Marvin Chaplin, husband, father, grandfather
  *Remembered by Marjorie Chaplin*

Esther Knopf Seides, mother, grandmother
Ernest Seides, father
Miriam Seides, stepmother
Leona DiDomenica, aunt
Renee Chartan, grandmother
Wendy and Freddy Braunstein, dear friends
  *Remembered by Lauren Seides Chartan and Kyra Chartan*

Elizabeth Nicole Chizever, daughter, sister
Irwin Chizever, father, grandfather
Joyce Chizever, mother, grandmother
  *Remembered by Roger, Linda and Alycia Chizever*

Bernice Chodosch, mother, grandmother
David Chodosch, father
Abram S. Rosen, father, grandfather
Miriam Rosen, mother, grandmother
Dinah Warner, grandmother
Joyce Deitcher, sister
Barbara Stevens, cousin
Gertrude Kaner, aunt
Francine Berk, friend
  *Remembered by Dr. Stewart and Margery Chodosch*

Danielle Cohen, mother
Herbert Cohen, father
  *Remembered by The McCohen Family*

Arthur G. Cohen, husband
Louis D. Cohen, father
Frances K. Cohen, mother
Charles C. Bassine, father
Beulah B. Landow, mother
Fanny D. Kinsman, grandmother
Margarete Lissauer, grandmother
Richard M. Cohen, brother
  *Remembered by Karen Cohen and Marilyn Davimos*

Sumner (Buddy) Cohen, husband, father, grandfather
Ada Sigmund, mother
A. Lloyd Sigmund, father
Margery Rubel, sister
Edith Cohen, mother
Michael A. Cohen, father
Herbert Cohen, brother
Roslyn Wiener, friend
Phoebe Abelow, friend
  *Remembered by the Cohen Family–Jane, David, Debbie, Jay, Emily, Scott, Richard, Tanya, Daniel, Leon, Michael, Nancy, Annie and Nate*
In Memory Of

I. Edward Gerrick, father
Gertrude Harris Gerrick, mother
Monroe Gerrick, brother
Lydia D. Gerrick, sister-in-law
Norman Louis Cohen, husband
Joseph Cohen, father-in-law
Eva Cohen, mother-in-law
Leonore Harris, aunt
Jack Galinger, brother-in-law
Lillian Graber, friend

Remembered by Marion Gerrick Cohen

Ethel H. Cohen, wife
Morris Cohen, father
Fannie Cohen, mother
Jennie Cohen, aunt
Lena Hass, mother
Benjamin Hass, father
Mae S. Rowley, sister
Sylvia Steinberg, sister

Remembered by Theodore Cohen and
Howard Cohen

Rae Cherins, mother
Abraham Cherins, father
Sandy Bender, sister

Remembered by Marcia Cohen

Shirley Cohen, wife

Remembered by The Cohen Family

Simon A. Grolnick, husband
Harold Gellis, father
Max Grolnick, grandfather
Ruth Grolnick, grandmother
Edna Gellis, mother
Barbara Colchamiro, wife
Jessie and Fanny Colchamiro, parents
Rhoda Colchamiro, sister
Marvin Colchamiro, brother

Remembered by Colchamiro and Mirro Families

Samuel Confino, father
Irving Confino, grandfather
Esther Confino, grandmother
David Confino, grandfather
Rachel Confino, grandmother
Joseph Coffield, uncle

Remembered by Jay, Jesse and Anita Confino

Hy Convissar, father
Rose Convissar, mother
Arnold Goldstein, father
Ida Goldstein, mother
Feridoun Gharemani, stepfather

Remembered by The Convissar Family

Sanford Cameron, father

Remembered by Melanie Cooper

Judge Godfrey Schutzer, father, grandfather
Benjamin Crisses, father, grandfather
Marshall Scott Schutzer, brother, uncle
Helen Crisses, mother, grandmother

Remembered by The Crisses Family,
Abby and Andrew, Alexander and Erica,
Amanda and Michael

Harriet and Norman Zuller, parents and
grandparents
Cali Cristian, father and grandfather

Remembered by Adrian, Eliane, Alexander
and Chloe Cristian

Nat Epstein, father
Ruth Epstein, mother
Irving Cummins, father
Julia Cummins, mother

Remembered by Serena and Bob Cummins

Bernard Cutler, M.D., husband

Remembered by Shirley Cutler
In Memory Of

Patricia Danuff, wife
Esse Edson, mother-in-law
Dewey D. Edson, father-in-law
Harriet Zinman, dear friend
Leah Danuff, mother
Harry Danuff, father
Lester Gaba, dear friend
   Remembered by Sheldon Danuff

Helen K. Davidson, mother, grandmother
Jerome K. Davidson, father, grandfather
Geraldine Sterenfeld, mother, grandmother
B. Walter Sterenfeld, father, grandfather
   Remembered by Rabbi Jerome K. Davidson and Gail, Jeremy, Joshua and Mia

Sally Davidson, mother
Norman Davidson, father
Doreen Davidson, sister
   Remembered by Larry Davidson, son and brother

Joseph Ushkow, father
Jean Ushkow, mother
Joseph Dintenfass, father
Bertha Dintenfass, mother
Mollie Ushkow, grandmother
Louis Ushkow, grandfather
Norman Deane, brother
   Remembered by Barbara and Maurice A. Deane

Leonard Dennett, husband
Magdalena Friedlander, grandmother
Margaret Weiss, mother
Joseph Weiss, father
Edith Bromberg, sister
Annie Dennett, mother-in-law
   Remembered by Lissy Dennett

Elga Kron Stulman, mother
Leonard Dennett, father
   Remembered by Andrea and Rick Dennett

John Hanau, husband
Bernard Deutsch, husband
Edwin Weisl, father
Edwin Weisl, Jr., brother
Edna Weisl, mother
Henry Weisl, brother
Janet Weisl, sister-in-law
Richard Weisl, nephew
Richard Hanau, brother-in-law
Leonard Bleetstein, friend
Ethyl Martin, friend
Jeffrey Martin, friend
Norma Einsidler, friend
Richie Einsidler, friend
Flo Shore, friend
   Remembered by Sue Hanau Deutsch

Joel Fried, father, grandfather
   Remembered by Mindy Diamond, Logan and Marissa Diamond

Selma Coopersmith, mother
Mark Diamond, brother
Ann Coopersmith, aunt
Eva Coopersmith, grandmother
   Remembered by Stuart, Marissa and Logan Diamond

Norman Diamond, husband
Harry Mann, father
Emma Mann, mother
Judith Rosenberg, sister
Edna Diamond, mother-in-law
Jacob Diamond, father-in-law
Sol Schulman, brother-in-law
Lenore Schulman, sister-in-law
Janet Diamond, sister-in-law
Gertrude Diamond, aunt
Lloyd Cohn, godson
Herbert Wiener, friend
   Remembered by Linda Diamond
In Memory of

Leon Dobbin, husband
Philip Dobbin, father-in-law
Hannah Dobbin, mother-in-law
Minnie Rosenthal, aunt
Gertrude Wolder, sister-in-law
  Remembered by Mary Alice Dobbin

Charles Merinoff, father
Gertrude Merinoff, mother
Murry Drucker, husband
Herman Merinoff, brother
  Remembered by Ruth Ann Drucker

Charles Einhorn, father
Elias Einhorn, grandfather
Esther Einhorn, grandmother
Rose Einhorn, mother
Benjamin Miller, uncle
Irving Weyman, uncle
Gussie Haft, grandmother
Henry Haft, grandfather
B. Ted Kawalick, father
Janet Wild, cousin
  Remembered by Barbara and Martin Einhorn

Norma Einsidler, wife
Marie Einsidler, mother
Louis Einsidler, father
Blanche Chinitz, mother
Dr. Alexander Chinitz, father
Morton Chinitz, brother
Martin Kummer, friend
John Hanau, friend
Ira Paret, friend
Fred Feldman, friend
Edward Einsidler, cousin
Frederick Roy Einsidler, cousin
Frank Schaeffer, friend
  Remembered by Fred Einsidler and Family

Debbie Eschwege, mother
Mel Ash, father
Mary Kay Ash, step-mother
Marie Einsidler, mother
Louis Einsidler, father
Norma Einsidler, sister-in-law
Saydee Eschwege, grandmother
Louis Eschwege, grandfather
Edmund Eschwege, uncle
Joyce Gerla, friend
Fred Feldman, friend
Alvin Rosenzweig, friend
Stanley Lesser, friend
Norman Lipkins, friend
Dr. Arthur Bergman, friend
Sheila Goldstein, friend
Isaac Zisselman, friend
Norma Weiss, friend
Wilbur Talisman, friend
Michael Silberfein, friend
Howard Corak, friend
  Remembered by Judith and Melvin Einsidler

Gertrude Galler, mother, grandmother
Jack Galler, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Jeanette Greenbaum, grandmother, great-grandmother
Samuel Greenbaum, grandfather, great-grandfather
Alfred Greenbaum, uncle, great-uncle
Pearl Greenbaum, aunt, great-aunt
Sol Galler, uncle, great-uncle
Gladys Galler, aunt, great-aunt
Sarah Ellis, mother, grandmother
Albert Ellis, father, grandfather
Norman Ellis, brother, uncle
Jeanne Ellis, sister-in-law, aunt
Keith Ellis, nephew, cousin
Millie Richter, friend
  Remembered by Ruth and Kal Ellis and Family
In Memory of

Ida Ellman, mother
Benjamin Ellman, father
Ceilia Freedman, aunt
Dave Freedman, uncle
Edith Alpert, aunt
Jerry Alpert, uncle
Lillian Alpert, aunt
Harry Alpert, uncle
Rachel Katzowitz, grandmother

Remembered by Michael J. Ellman and Carl Ellman

Samuel A. Epstein, father, grandfather
Gussie Epstein, mother, grandmother
Stella Arouesty, grandmother
Henry Arouesty, grandfather
Sylvia Alpert, grandmother
Harry Alpert, grandfather

Remembered by Ronald, Sharon, Matthew and David Epstein

Howard Kent, father
Ethel Kornhauser, grandmother

Remembered by Susan & Mark Esken and Family

Nettie Silberstein, mother
Harry Silberstein, father
Rae Esterces, mother
Arthur Esterces, father

Remembered by Joan and Howard M. Esterces and Family

Joseph Ramer, father, grandfather

Remembered by Francine Feeney

Gertrude and Walter Lesser, parents
Kurt Lesser, brother
Bianca Feldheim, mother-in-law
Hazel Bishop, cousin
Lilo Bachrach, friend
Grete Peiser, friend

Remembered by Ilse Feldheim

Fred D. Feldman, husband
Mark K. Feldman, son
Minnie L. Koeppel, mother
Max L. Koeppel, father
Harriet Feldman, mother-in-law
Joseph Feldman, father-in-law
Alfred J. Koeppel, brother
Grace Gold, sister
Eugene Gold, brother-in-law
Geraldine K. Adler, sister
H. Henry Adler, brother-in-law
Selma K. Friedman, sister
Ted Friedman, brother-in-law
Bevin Koeppel, brother
Constance Koeppel, niece
Lenore Tesler, sister-in-law
Michael Tesler, nephew
Marvin Lynn, friend
David Schlesinger, friend
Seymour Goldberger, friend
Norma Einsidler, friend

Remembered by Louise K. Feldman

Dorothy Barasch Nathan, mother,
grandmother, great-grandmother

Remembered by Iris and Stephen Feldman,
and Tracy Feldman

Robert M. Feldman, father
Dr. Victor Himber, father

Remembered by Rabbis Meir and Tara Feldman

Genia and Jack Green, parents,
grandparents
Sandy and Avrum Fenn, parents,
grandparents

Remembered by Frieda, Steve, Noah and Julie Fenn
In Memory of

Dr. Ray Finkelstein, husband
Helen Zaner, mother
Dr. Louis T. Zaner, father
Stella Marks, aunt
Etta Finkelstein, mother
Edward Finkelstein, father
Milton Gamerow, friend
Norman Oppenheim, friend
Miriam Gamerow, friend
Helen Agre, friend
   Remembered by Ann Finkelstein

Jerome Finkelstein, father
Shirley Finkelstein, mother
Ruth Platt, mother
Stanley Platt, father
Arthur Wolff, uncle
Helen Platt Wolff, aunt
Margaret Platt, grandmother
David Platt, grandfather
Sarah Felber, grandmother
David Felber, grandfather
Cheryl Landau, friend
Julie Koen, friend
Stephen A. Kramer, friend
Henry Millin, friend
   Remembered by Susan and Alan Finkelstein

Mark Gershwind, husband
Nancy Fiverson, wife
Bernice Jacobson, mother
Sidney Jacobson, father
Sarah Greenberg, grandmother
   Remembered by Marjorie and Stephen Fiverson

Ruth Johnson, mother
Mark Johnson, father
Alice Notrica Fornari, mother
Ermanno Fornari, father
Steven B. Ganz, cousin
Nancy Schachter, cousin
Harry Sidney Ganz, uncle
Anna R. Fubini, cousin
Carol Amsterdam Fornari, sister-in-law
Gaby Fubini, aunt
   Remembered by Alice Johnson Fornari and Victor Fornari

Alfred Brod, father
Florence Brod, mother
Edith Fortunoff, mother
Everett M. Fortunoff, father
   Remembered by Andrea and Robert Fortunoff

Inge Levi, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Eric Levi, husband, father, grandfather
Paula Gruenstein, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
   Remembered by Barbara Levi Frank, Joshua and Adam

David Fried, father, grandfather
Selman Fried, mother, grandmother
Jack Zitron, father, grandfather
Annette Zitron, mother, grandmother
Louis Suskind, grandfather
Elizabeth Suskind, grandmother, great-grandmother
Bruce Iwanier, brother-In-law
   Remembered by Robert, Randi and Leah Fried

Sidney Friedland, father
Irma Koppel, grandmother
Karl Koppel, grandfather
Lisel Weiler, grandmother
Morris Weiler, grandfather
   Remembered by Randi and Steven Friedland
In Memory Of

Rayminnie Friedman, mother
Chester S. Friedman, father
Lillian Labowitz, mother
Simon Labowitz, father
   Remembered by Anita and Joseph B. Friedman

Jerome M. Fryer, husband
Bella Abrams, mother
Samuel Abrams, father
Joseph Fryer, father-in-law
Dorothy Flaster, mother-in-law
Louis Fryer, uncle
Rose Rosenfeld, aunt
Philip J. Lack, friend
Tena Lack, friend
   Remembered by Gloria Fryer

Stanley R. Ganz, father, grandfather
Mariane Ganz, mother, grandmother
   Remembered by Sheldon and Michele Ganz & Family

Dr. Ben Zweifler, father
Dr. Henry F. Gardstein, father
Regina and Morris Zweifler, grandparents
Bertha and Louis Serebrick, grandparents
Charles Gardstein, brother
Esther and Samuel Gardstein, grandparents
Sadie and Benjamin Lane, grandparents
   Remembered by Elayne and Dr. Henry Gardstein

Janice Group, mother, grandmother, great granddaughter
Daniel Group, father, grandfather, great grandfather
   Remembered by Nanci and Stuart Gelb, Brooke Gelb, Emily Rosenberg, Danny and Grayson Rosenberg

Leah Malmid, parent
Harry Malmid, parent
Harry Gellis, parent
   Remembered by Jan, Elaine, Emily and Hilary Gellis

Louise Genser, mother
Leonard Genser, father
Barbara Genser, sister
Samuel Walton, father
Jean Walton, mother
Irwin Ganz, uncle
   Remembered by Janice Walton Genser and Robert Genser

Michelle Galperin, sister
David Beller, stepfather
Rose Gertzman, mother
Harry Gertzman, father
   Remembered by Debra and Stephen Gertzman

Feridoun Gharemani, husband, father
   Remembered by The Gharemani Family

Lewis S. Hollins, father, father-in-law, grandfather
Jeannette L. Hollins, mother, mother-in-law, grandmother
Abraham Hollins, grandfather
Bessie Hollins, grandmother
Lucille Gilbert, mother, mother-in-law, grandmother
Harry Gilbert, father, father-in-law, grandfather
Ronald Spiegel, brother-in-law
   Remembered by Betsy and Bruce Gilbert

Barbara Genser Gilbert, wife, mother
Louise Genser, mother-in-law
Albert Gilbert, father, grandfather
Sadie Gilbert, mother, grandmother
Leonard Genser, father-in-law, grandfather
Irwin Ganz, uncle
   Remembered by Robert, Carol and Lisa Gilbert

Jessica Nan Gildston, daughter
Dr. Harold Gildston, husband
Nettie Drexel, mother
David Gurfein, father
Dr. Barbara Koopman, friend
   Remembered by Dr. Phyllis Gildston
Hannah Ginsberg, mother, grandmother
Alex Ginsberg, father, grandfather
Rubin Milton Silverstein, father, grandfather
Celia & Max Wortsman, grandparents
Sara & Samuel Silverstein, grandparents
Edith & Nathan Ginsberg, grandparents
Rose & Samuel Kornfeld, grandparents
Werner Wortsman, uncle

Remembered by Sheryl and Edwin Ginsberg, Melissa, Nicole and Alan Ginsberg

David Comras, son
Nat Ginsberg, father
Sadie Ginsberg, mother
Pauline Goldman, mother

Remembered by Myrna and Mike Ginsberg

Alex Glasser, husband, father
Rose Levine, mother, grandmother
Alois Levine, father, grandfather
Dr. Sol Levine, brother, uncle

Remembered by Lucille and Caryn Glasser

Miles Godin, husband, father, grandfather
Marjorie Ordover, mother, grandmother
Gustave Ordover, father, grandfather
Louis Godin, father, grandfather
Gertrude Godin, mother, grandmother
Dr. Jeffry Ordover, brother, uncle
Kenneth Schwartz, uncle

Remembered by Judith, Laurence and David Godin

Bill Gold, husband, father
Eva Rothberg, mother
Dr. Abraham Rothberg, father
Norman Rothberg, brother
Rose Gold, mother-in-law
Samuel Gold, father-in-law
Robert Krinsky, friend
May Randell, friend

Remembered by Cindy and Laurie Gold

Norton Goland, father
Murray Goldberg, father

Remembered by Janis and Alan Goldberg

Seymour Paul Burck, beloved father
Estelle and Nathan Goldenberg, parents
Rose and Morris Strachman, beloved grandparents
Sara and Louis Burck, beloved grandparents
Ava Goldenberg Weiss, sister
Kenneth Burck, uncle
Sara Burck, cousin
Roni Burck, cousin
James Canning, dear friend
Mary LoRusso, dear friend
Irma, Sam, Howard Dembroff, dear friends

Remembered by Linda and Alfred Goldenberg

Gwen Eisenberg, mother
Dana Kimel, dear friend
Elizabeth Puchert, dear friend
Joshua Ballaban, first husband

Remembered by Andrea and Laurence Goldfarb

Joseph Hans, father
Goldie Hans, mother
Murray Hans, brother

Remembered by Dr. Ira S. Goldman

Augusta Goldman, mother
Ida Sarnoff, mother
Isaac Goldman, father
Rubin Sarnoff, father
Anne Fischer, grandmother
Regina Jaeger, grandmother
Adelaide (Sarnoff) Lev, sister
Leon Lev, brother-in-law
Priscilla Norris, sister
Sidney Norris, brother-in-law
Berda Wexler, sister
Milton Sarnoff, brother
Morris Goldman, brother
Joseph Goldman, brother

Remembered by Nora and Robert Goldman
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Joseph Goldman, brother
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In Memory of

Allen Goldring, husband
Dr. Ben Lipschutz, father-in-law
Anne Lipschutz, mother-in-law
Betty Goldring, mother-in-law
Joseph G. Goldring, father-in-law

Remembered by Lola Goldring

Adelaide Goldstein, mother, grandmother
Charles Goldstein, father, grandfather
Nathaniel Mittman, father, grandfather

Remembered by Nadine, Scott, Ross and Spencer Goldstein

Sam Goodman, father
Rose Goodman, mother
Abraham Lempert, father
Kate Lempert, mother
Martin Goodman, brother

Remembered by Rosalie and Raymond Goodman

Ethel Graine, mother, grandmother
Arthur Graine, father, grandfather
Joyce Goodman, sister-in-law, aunt

Remembered by Carole, Johanna and Marisa Goodman

Marion Heckler, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Jeanette Granoff, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
N. Henry Granoff, father, grandfather
Murray M. Resnick, father, grandfather
David Heckler, step-father, step-grandfather
Rosalind Topol Warfield, special aunt
Julie Koen, special friend
Jenny Spielman, special friend
Ronald Howard, special friend
Carol Marks, special friend
Amy Rubinstein, special friend
Monya and Julius Resnick, grandparents, great-grandparents
Samuel and Rebecca Granoff, grandparents
Martha and Gabriel Trum, grandparents
Sarah and Elias Oxman, grandparents
Robert Dubofsky, father

Remembered by Leslie, Gary, Nancy and Stephen, Matthew and Michael, Robert and Bethany and Joshua Granoff

Gitile Sternilova, mother
Isaak Grebelkes, father
Allen Abramowitz, friend

Remembered by Darya Grebelkes, Edward Grebelkes and Vitaly Aronovich

Bart Green, husband
Helen Green, mother
Abner Green, father
Ruth Zaro, mother
William Zaro, father
Roger Green, brother
Gary Green, brother
Fannie and Barney, grandparents

Remembered by Beth Green and family
In Memory of

Lester Green, husband
Betty Rudy, mother
Jacob Rudy, father
Sam Rudy, brother
Rhoda Rudy, sister
Pauline Jacobs, sister
Max Jacobs, brother-in-law
Dave Adelman, brother-in-law
Lena Green, mother-in-law
Morris Green, father-in-law
Sadie Adelman, sister
Robert Kazmac, in-law
Claire Kazmac, in-law
Eddie and Julie Geier, in-laws
Dr. Charles Ripstein, nephew
Remembered by Marion Green

Sidney Fink, father
Bernice Fink, mother
Harry Greenbaum, father
Thelma Greenbaum, mother
Albert Fink, brother
Eva Greenbaum, grandmother
Remembered by Dorothy and Edward Greenbaum

John S. Greenbaum, father
Lillian Greenbaum, mother
Mildred Gramfine, sister
John F. Carter, father
Sheila Carter, mother
Patricia Martyn, sister
Valentine Martyn, sister
Remembered by Calvin and Sonia Greenbaum

Dorothy Greene, mother
David Greene, father
Sylvia Teschner, mother
Edward Teschner, father
Marjorie Fink Sandak, aunt
Alan Fink, uncle
Joy Gorbaty, friend
Harriet Porcelain, friend
Remembered by Helen and Alan Greene

Jill Greene Halpern, sister
Paul T. Greene, father
Ray Feldman, mother
Ernest Feldman, father
Remembered by Susan and Richard Greene and Family

Joan Greenfield, wife
Mannie Greenfield, father
Harry Greenfield, grandfather
Kate Greenfield, grandmother
Warren Berk, grandfather
Gertrude Berk, grandmother
Michael Lindner, brother
Ruth Lindner, mother
Otto Lindner, father
Freda and Simon Fichtelberger, grandparents
Johanna and Julius Lindner, grandparents
Remembered by Gary Greenfield and Family

Clare Gretch, mother, grandmother
Sol Gretch, father, grandfather
Celia Gretch, aunt, great aunt
Herman Weiner, father, grandfather
Remembered by Fred and Sandra Gretch and Family

Irvin Groshen, father, grandfather
Harriett Groshen, mother, grandmother
Edmond Bazinet, father, grandfather
Grace Bazinet, mother, grandmother
Daniel Bazinet, brother
Doris Groshen Daniels, aunt
Shepperd Daniels, uncle
Remembered by The Groshen-Bazinet Family

Gerald G. Gross, father
Pauline M. Gross, mother
Martin Kohn, father
Florence Kohn, mother
Alan D. Gross, brother
Harvey M. Gross, brother
Remembered by Lawrence and Ellen Gross
IN MEMORY OF

Daniel Gross, husband
Harry Gross, father
Bertie Gross, mother
Daniel Morel, father
Marie Morel, mother
  Remembered by Suzanne Morel Gross

Nelson Grunther, husband
Anne Grunther Stone, daughter
Ivan Stock, companion
Iris Brustien, sister-in-law
Harold Brustien, brother
Simon and Esther Brustien, parents
Harry and Belle Grunther, parents-in-law
  Remembered by Rose Grunther

Herbert Haber, father
Donald Rubin, father
Rose and Milton Rubin, grandparents
Bess and Leon Taras, grandparents
Fannie and Abraham Haber, grandparents
Minnie and Louis Simon, grandparents
Mindy Kauffman, cousin
Harold Simon, uncle
Robert Rubin, uncle
Michael Haber, uncle
Shirley Rubin, aunt
Marcia Taras, aunt
Wendy Khazzam, cousin
  Remembered by Laurie and Donald Haber

Lewis B. Schwartz, father
Etta P. Schwartz, mother
  Remembered by Joan Hahn

Henry Hahn, father
Ella Hahn, mother
Judith Hahn, wife
Gerd Hahn, brother
Peggy Hahn, sister-in-law
  Remembered by Lawrence Hahn

Sigmund Hand, husband, father, grandfather
Francine Mirabal, cousin
  Remembered by The Hand Family

Harris H. Harnick, father
Yetta Harnick, mother
Paula Harnick, step-mother
Harvey Harnick, brother
Isidore Feldman, grandfather
Fannie Feldman, grandmother
Benjamin Feldman, grandfather
Deborah Feldman, grandmother
Irving Feldman, father
Elsie Feldman, mother
Bertha Feldman, step-mother
Harvey Feldman, brother
  Remembered by Fran and Carl Harnick

Herbert Harris, husband
Bertha and Julius Kirschbaum, parents
Beatrice and Herbert Harris, mother-in-law and father-in-law
  Remembered by Elaine Harris and family

Bessie and William Weiner, parents and grandparents
Bruce Weiner, brother and uncle
  Remembered by Sheila and Andrew Hecht

Harry Heiden, father
  Remembered by Barbara Heiden, Lauren and Brian Diamond and Family

Samuel Kaye, father
Bella and Max Kaminsky, grandparents
Tillie and Morris Greenberg, grandparents
Lotte and Herman Heiman, parents
Edward Heiman, brother
Thea and Otto Heiman, aunt and uncle
Edythe and Arthur Paley, aunt and uncle
  Remembered by Michele and Ralph Heiman and Family

Lillian Herman, mother
Kalman Herman, father
Aline Helfer, mother
  Remembered by Barbara, Howard, Amy and Benjamin Herman
In Memory of

Philip R. Herzig, husband
Abel and Cecilia Phillips, parents
Milton and Phyllis Herzig, in-laws
Pat and Bob Bernard, sister- and brother-in-law
Robert Sinderbrand, brother-in-law
Myron Minskoff, brother-in-law
Benjamin Herzig, uncle-in-law
Remembered by Helene Herzig

Harry Herzlich, husband
William and Yetta Tennenbaum, parents
Gertrude and Jack Klein, sister and brother-in-law
Blanche and Marvin Feuer, sister and brother-in-law
Paul Klein, Harry Klein, nephews
Remembered by Dorothy Herzlich

Ralph Hessekiel, M.D., husband
Julia Greenblat, mother
Joseph Greenblat, father
Margaret Hessekiel, mother-in-law
Martin Hessekiel, father-in-law
Harry Hessekiel, brother-in-law
Remembered by Joan Hessekiel, David Hessekiel, Barbara Waxman, Jeffrey Hessekiel and Families

Aaron Hendler, husband, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Remembered by Miriam Hendler, Jill Yäskel and Ronnie Nagler

Bernice G. Hirsch, mother
Emile I. Hirsch, father
Anna and Harry Gingold, grandparents
Martha and Isadore Hirsch, grandparents
Nathan D. Leiman, father
Carrie B. Leiman, mother
Sophie and Solomon Braverman, grandparents
Anna and Herman Leiman, grandparents
Alfred S. and Ruth B. Leiman, brother and sister-in-law
Helen H. Reese, aunt
Brandon Hirsch, great nephew
Richard T. Hirsch, brother
Henry M. Leiman, brother
Remembered by John and Herbert Hirsch-Leiman

Syd Goetz, mother, grandmother and great-grandmother
Sol Goetz, father, grandfather
Dorothy Hirsh, mother, grandmother
Solomon Hirsh, father, grandfather
Becky Slutzky, grandmother
Isadore Slutzky, grandfather
Sophie Goetz, grandmother
Max Goetz, grandfather
Jules Scheckner, grandfather
Jeanne Ances, aunt
Rae Schnecker, aunt
Benjamin Scheckner, uncle
John Scheckner, cousin
Abraham Hirsh, grandfather
Ray Hirsh, grandmother
Meyer Shulack, grandfather
Kate Shulack, grandmother
Norman Shulack, uncle
Annette Napp, aunt
Frances Magzis, aunt
Carole Graifman, grandmother
Remembered by Eileen & Arthur Hirsh, Robert Hirsh & Dana Hirsh, Samantha Hirsh
In Memory of

Ceil Hoffert, mother
Sol Hoffert, father

   Remembered by Martin Hoffert

Jeannette Fierst, mother
Adolph Fierst, father

   Remembered by Iris Hoffert

Sidney Hoffman, father and grandfather
Shirley Hoffman, mother, grandmother
Milton Leff, father, grandfather
Toby Leff, mother, grandmother
Michael Hoffman, brother, uncle

   Remembered by Steven, Carleen and David Hoffman

Harold Hoffman, husband
Esther and Louis Jacobs, parents and grandparents

   Remembered by Lillian Hoffman and Family

Ronald R. Spiegel, beloved life partner
Jeannette L. Hollins, mother
Lewis S. Hollins, father
Bessie Hollins, grandmother
Abraham Hollins, grandfather
Jesse R. Hollins, uncle
Beatrice C. Chaprack, aunt
Irving S. Chaprack, uncle
Lillie Jenner, aunt
Herbert R. Jenner, uncle
Pauline Wolin, grandmother
Mark Wolin, grandfather
David Wolin, uncle

   Remembered by Peggy A. Hollins

Lionel Hope, father
Joan Hope, mother

   Remembered by Steven, Shari, Leanne, Allison, Jessica Hope

Dale Horn, sister
Paul Cagner, father

   Remembered by Lynn Horn and Mitchell, Craig and Andrew Cagner

Gerald Alterman, father, grandfather
Phylis Alterman, mother, grandmother
Bernice Shenhouse, aunt
Aaron Alterman, grandfather
Ray Alterman, grandmother
Bella Cohen, grandmother
Solomon Cohen, grandfather
Syd Schatz, aunt

   Remembered by Ronnie Alterman, Sabrina Alterman, Cari and Dan Horn, Patrick and Noah Horn and Raphael Alterman

Linda Horowitz, wife, mother,
grandmother
Sidney Horowitz, husband, father, father-in-law, grandfather, great-grandfather

   Remembered by Richard and Heidi Horowitz and Jill, Jeffrey, Lucas and Jared Libshutz, Grace and Joanne Horowitz

Dr. Louis R. Hott, MD, father
Nathan Cohen, father

   Remembered by Sandra C. and Timothy R. Hott

Blanche Neuwirth, mother
Arthur Neuwirth, father
Mary Probolsky, grandmother
Bernard Isacowitz, father
Sally Isacowitz, mother
Daniel Isacowitz, brother
Stuart Isacowitz, brother
Selma Strauss, aunt

   Remembered by Shari and David Isacowitz

Sara Wodlinger, mother
Maurice Wodlinger, father
Alden Wodlinger, brother
Barton Wodlinger, brother
Sandy Wodlinger, sister-in-law
Jason Jacobs, friend

   Remembered by Dolores Jacobs
In Memory of

Alfred E. Stein, husband
Louis Joseph, father
Rose Joseph, mother
Lester Joseph, brother
Fred Joseph, brother

Remembered by Estelle Jaffe

Elaine E. Jaffe, wife
Sarah Jaffe, mother
Hyman Jaffe, father
Simcha Katz, cousin
Gitta Katz, cousin
Benjamin Hurwitz, father-in-law
Rose Hurwitz, mother-in-law

Remembered by Cecil M. Jaffe

Charlotte Schneider, mother, grandmother
Walter Schneider, father, grandfather
Adrienne Grodberg, mother, grandmother
William Kafenbaum, father, grandfather
Charles Grodberg, father, grandfather
Samuel Yellen, grandfather, great-grandfather
Mary Yellen, grandmother, great-grandmother
Rose Kafenbaum, grandmother, great-grandmother

Remembered by The Kafenbaum Family

Robert Kagan, husband, father
Sam Echt, father, grandfather
Hella Echt, mother, grandmother
Eva Meyer, sister, aunt
Gerald Meyer, brother-in-law, uncle
Kurt Gelles, brother-in-law, uncle

Remembered by Ilse Kagan

Robert Grossman, father
Pearl Grossman, grandmother
Sidney Grossman, grandfather
Charles Goren, grandfather
Eleanor Kaplan, grandmother

Remembered by Sara and Max Kane

Cynthia Kaplan, wife
Rose Sckalor, mother
Jack Sckalor, father
Martin Sckalor, brother
Yetta Sckalor, sister-in-law
Mary Kaplan, mother
Jacob Kaplan, father
William Kaplan, brother
Joel George Kaplan, brother
Tanya Shevins, cousin

Remembered by Philip Kaplan

Joseph Kareff, father

Remembered by Scott Kareff

Harriet Karpf, wife
Rachel Karpf, mother
Irving Karpf, father
Pauline Schwartz, mother
Arthur Schwartz, father
Robert Schwartz, brother

Remembered by Joseph Karpf

Sol (Steve) Katz, loving husband, beloved father and devoted grandfather
Martha Sobel, mother, grandmother
Sol Sobel, father and grandfather
Abraham Katz, father, grandfather
Emma Katz, mother, grandmother
Harry Sobel, beloved uncle
Rose Abrams, dear friend
Gussie Horowitz, dear aunt

Remembered by Gerri Katz, Amy, Craig and Spencer Weiner, Robert, Nancy and Samuel Katz

Grace Koeppel Gold, mother, grandmother
Eugene Paul Gold, father, grandfather

Remembered by Amy Gold Kaufman,
Justin A. Kaufman, Mariel A. Kaufman
In Memory of

Robert Kaufman, Husband
Bernard Buck, father
Ethel Buck, mother
William Kaufman, father-in-law
Esther Kaufman, mother-in-law
Bennett Kaufman, brother-in-law
Melvyn Kaufman, brother-in-law

Remembered by Florence Buck Kaufman

Phoebe Lewis, wife, mother, grandmother
Mae Lewis, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother

Remembered by Deborah, Russell, Spencer, Andrew Kern, Robert Lewis, Michelle, Eric, Adam, Allie Salzman

Anna Pollack, mother
Abraham Pollack, father
Doris Kesner, mother
Louis Kesner, father
Adriane Kempner, sister

Remembered by Marcie and Gary Kesner

Dana Kimmel, wife
Charlotte Kimmel, mother

Remembered by Scott, Jack, David and Lily Kimmel and Joe and Janet Spector

Irving Schneweiss, father
Irving Kimmel, father

Remembered by Susan and Larry Kimmel

Dr. Arnold D. King, husband
Esther Magelaner, mother
Samuel S. Magelaner, father
Robert King, brother-in-law
Marvin L. Stone, brother-in-law

Remembered by Irene M. King

Joseph and Eveline Gould, beloved parents and grandparents
Dana Spector Kimmel, beloved friend
Ben Woolf, nephew and cousin

Remembered by Jim, Pamela, Danielle, Scott and Matthew Kipnis

Dr. Victor Kirsch, husband, father and grandfather
Kate Spearo, mother, grandmother
Jacob Spearo, father, grandfather
Dr. Joseph Kirsch, father-in-law, grandfather
Ida Kirsch, mother-in-law, grandmother

Remembered by Lee S. Kirsch, Susan, Michael, Alex and Jessica Horowitz, Mark, Anne, Alison and Emily Kirsch

Cassel Levine, father
Cecile P. Levine, mother
Abraham Klein, father
Rebecca Klein, mother
Elaine Wrubel Lang, sister
Gussie Levy, aunt
Lulu Pappert, aunt
Dr. Harry Miller, uncle
Bessie Spivak, aunt
Irene M. Fox, aunt
Silas Fox, uncle

Remembered by Joyce and Murray R. Klein

Murray Klein, brother, uncle
Florence Rogalsky, mother, grandmother
Sam Rogalsky, father, grandfather
Anna Klein, mother, grandmother
Mitchel Klein, father, grandfather
Sylvia Stamm, aunt
Nanette Cohen, aunt
Dr. Jacob Graham, dear friend

Remembered by Sue and Gus Klein

Samuel Berger, father
Adeline Berger, mother
Charles Kleinberg, father
Reva Kleinberg, mother

Remembered by Priscilla and Ira Kleinberg
Sidney Knauer, father
Oscar Savit, father
Maria Savit, mother
Marie Henson, mother
Royal Henson, father
Dr. David Jick, son-in-law
Kathleen Henson, sister
Robert Henson, brother
  Remembered by Christine and Fredric Knauer

Abraham Epstein, father
Fannie Epstein, mother, grandmother
David Knepfer, father, grandfather
Hattie Knepfer, mother, grandmother
  Remembered by Carolyn and Paul Knepfer and Family

Lauren Alexis Kobley, daughter, sister
  Remembered by Maxine, Stephen Kobley and Erik Kobley

Carol Kopelman, wife
Seymour and Leona Kopelman, parents
Herman and Elaine Fialkov, parents
Herbert Quint, uncle
  Remembered by Richard Kopelman

Dorothy Fleischman, mother, mother-in-law
Morton Fleischman, father, father-in-law
Fannie Fleischman, grandmother
Julius Fleischman, grandfather
Eva Pessar, grandmother
Harry Pessar, grandfather
  Remembered by Nina and William Koppelman

Norma H. Kosarin, mother
Lester Kosarin, father
Jack P. Hirshberg, father
Muriel A. Hirshberg, mother
Michael Pomerantz, grandfather
Sadie K. Pomerantz, grandmother
Rosalie L. Abrams, grandmother
Alexander J. Abrams, grandfather
Isador Hirshberg, grandfather
  Remembered by Alyse H. Kosarin and Steven Kosarin

Linda Koteen, wife, mother and daughter
Robert Dubofsky, father, grandfather
  Remembered by Steven Koteen, Dana Koteen; Hayley, Ariel & Akiva Lichterman; and Roz Dubofsky

Sylvia Kramer, mother, grandmother
  Remembered by Wendy and Lawrence Kramer and family

Baer Kroll, father
Charlotte Kroll Goffner, mother
Charles Nadler, father
Ruth Nadler, mother
Gussie Kroll, grandmother
Marilyn Minzer, sister
  Remembered by Annette and Erik Kroll

Freda and Nathan Krowne
Eva and Scholima Galaburda
  Remembered by Lillian, Ronald, Andrew and Melissa Krowne

Beverly Plotsky, mother, grandmother
Jack Plotsky, father, grandfather
Harriet Kupferberg, mother, grandmother
Kenneth Kupferberg, father, grandfather
Robert Kalendar, grandfather
Lillian Kalendar, grandmother
  Remembered by Ina and Mark, Robert, Hillary and Kara Kupferberg
In Memory of

Ian Harris Lowenkron, grandson
Helen Baskin, mother
Isadore Baskin, father
Irving Kurcias, father
Lillian Kurcias, mother
Nathan M. Levy, grandfather
Rose E. Levy, grandmother
Burton Jay Kurcias, brother

Remembered by Marjorie and Michael G. Kurcias

Edna and Morris Zale, parents
Rose and Max Landsberg, parents
Herschel Zale
Abe “Brunky” Zale, uncle
Janet Landsberg, daughter-in-law
Marilyn Landsberg Steiner, niece

Remembered by Gloria and Jerry Landsberg

William Lebensfeld, father and grandfather
Tillie Lebensfeld, mother and grandmother
Henry Rogers, father and grandfather
Frances Rogers, mother and grandmother
Iris Rogers, sister-in-law and aunt
Erika Hershey, aunt

Remembered by the Lebensfeld Family

Gerard Leeds, husband, father and grandfather
Lilo Leeds, wife, mother and grandmother
Caroline Schott, mother
Sigmund Schott, father
Margaret Lipmanson, mother
Richard Lipmanson, father
Herbert Schott, brother
Lisel Schott, sister
Ida and Julius Lipmanson, grandparents
Gisella and Joseph Hirsch, grandparents
Jette and Herman Schott, grandparents
Sophie and Louis Hirsch, grandparents
Doris Levy, cousin
Otto Hirsch, cousin
Harold and Dita Leeds, brother and sister-in-law

Remembered by The Leeds Family

Alice Davis, grandmother

Remembered by Paige & Kirk Lenga, Jolie & Jack Lenga

Norman Lerner, husband
Philip Yondorf, father
Anna Yondorf, mother
Israel Lerner, father-in-law
Ruth Lerner, mother-in-law
Lester Lerner, brother-in-law
David Lester, brother-in-law
Lillian Lerner, sister-in-law
Rose Miller, aunt
Irving Yondorf, uncle
Hans-Geert Falkenberg, son-in-law
Gladys and Sidney Bernstein, friends
Phyllis and Irving Zeizel, friends
Marilyn Keegan, friend
Leonard Gilbert, friend

Remembered by Inez Lerner

Lester Lerner, husband, father, grandfather

Remembered by The Lerner Family
In Memory of

Lawrence B. Lesser, husband
Irving Kellner, father
Flora Kellner, mother
Harold Lesser, father-in-law
Fannie Lesser, mother-in-law
Doris Lesser, sister-in-law
Jerome Lesser, brother-in-law

Remembered by Caroline Lesser

Stan Lawrence, father

Remembered by Marni, Mark, Camryn and Ryan Lessing

Rita Lester, mother
Eva Gold, grandmother
Harry Gold, grandfather
Mollie Skib, grandmother
Sam Skib, grandfather
Jesse Daun, grandfather
Jean Daun, grandmother
Sam Lisogursky, grandfather
Lillie Lisogursky, grandmother
Irving Skib, uncle
Phyllis Hollander, aunt
Shirley Nebesky, aunt
Doris and Sam Edelman, aunt and uncle
Shirley Freedman, aunt

Remembered by Donna and David Lester

Dr. Louis J. Lester, husband
Harold Ziebelman, brother
Samuel Ziebelman, father
Mollie Ziebelman, mother
Claire Nightingale, sister-in-law
Ann Talesnick, sister-in-law
Al Lester, brother-in-law
Rose Lester, mother
Harry Lester, father

Remembered by Mrs. Sylvia Lester

Rhoda Weiner, mother
Sam Weiner, father
Shirley Leventhal, mother
Sol Leventhal, father

Remembered by Gary Leventhal and Lynn Weiner

Emanuel J. Levin, father
Sylvia Levin, mother
Ben Levin, brother
Herman Epstein, father
Israel Ginsburg, father
Tillie Ginsburg, mother

Remembered by Terri and Paul Levin, and Florence Epstein

Robert Boas, husband
Edith Marks Baldinger, mother
Carl Marks, father
Edwin Marks, brother
Anna Marks, grandmother
Benjamin Boas, father-in-law
Ruth Boas, mother-in-law
Florence Hartenstein, friend

Remembered by Marjorie Boas Leavins

Marlene Leavins, wife
Abe Levinsky, father
Ida Levinsky, mother
Rose Levinsky, sister
Sam Leavins, brother
Hy Leavins, brother
Ray Minot, sister
Lenard Gura, brother-in-law
Sylvia Gura, sister
Leonard Leavins, brother
Anita Liebowitz, sister
Beatrice Newman, mother-in-law
Henry Newman, father-in-law
Melvin Newman, brother-in-law

Remembered by Jack Leavins

Fred Levitan, husband
Mae Sacks, mother
David Sacks, father

Remembered by Helen S. Levitan

David M. Levitt, husband

Remembered by Norma U. Levitt and family
Bernard Levy, husband, father  
Bessie Padob, mother, grandmother  
Abraham Padob, father, grandfather  
Ida Levy, mother-in-law, grandmother  
Max Levy, father-in-law, grandfather  
Robert L. Padob, brother, uncle  
Herbert Padob, brother, uncle  
*Remembered by Eileen P. Levy and Family*

Lila Carr, mother, grandmother  
Mortimer Carr, father, grandfather  
Arnold Levy, father, grandfather  
*Remembered by Gail, Paul, Sammy, Lauren and Mollie Levy*

Ted Levy, father and grandfather  
Michael Davis, cousin  
Toby and George Yanklewitz, grandparents  
Ann and Morris Levy, grandparents  
Renie and Sol Tropp, grandparents  
Gwen and Max Goldman, grandparents  
Esther and Ruby Cohen, aunt and uncle  
*Remembered by the Tropp-Levy Family*

Irving Libshutz, father  
Bessie Libshutz, mother  
Seymour Smiley, father  
Beatrice Smiley Rubin, mother  
Francine Austerlitz, sister  
Linda Horowitz  
*Remembered by Joan and Alan Libshutz*

Gabriel Liebowitz, son, brother  
Sol Liebowitz, father, papa  
Daniel Zirinsky, father, poppa  
*Remembered by jason, Laura, Madeline and Avery Liebowitz*

Esther Morgovsky, mother  
Bert Sam Morgovsky, father  
Ida Cohen, grandmother  
*Remembered by Shelley Limmer and Family*

Selma Samilow, mother, grandmother  
Morton Samilow, father, grandfather  
David Lindenbaum, father, grandfather  
Rae Reitberg, grandmother  
Rae Block, great-aunt  
Florence Reitberg, aunt  
Debbie Silverman, dear friend  
*Remembered by Judi, Jay, Jessica and Daniel Linden*

Mitzi Lipp, mother  
Mel Lipp, father  
*Remembered by Dr. Alan Lipp and Sharon Lipp and Mikaela, Evan and Zachary*

Sumner L. Lipsky, husband  
Harold Jagendorf, brother  
*Remembered by Dorothy Lipsky*

Bruce Litt, father, grandfather  
*Remembered by Sam, Jodi, Peri and Shana Litt*

Ruth Litwin, wife  
Gertrude Litwin, mother  
Harry Litwin, father  
David Kaufman, father-in-law  
Kate Kaufman, mother-in-law  
Faye Israel, sister  
Bernard Israel, brother-in-law  
*Remembered by Leonard Litwin*

Ian Harris Lowenkron, son, brother  
Helen Baskin, grandmother  
Isadore Baskin, grandfather  
Lillian Kurcias, grandmother  
Irving Kurcias, grandfather  
Estelle Hollander, grandmother  
Harry Hollander, grandfather  
Robert Keidan, step-father  
*Remembered by Nancy, Allan, Erica and Isabelle Lowenkron*
In Memory of

Seymour Luba, husband
Katie Luba, mother-in-law
Jake Luba, father-in-law
Betty Greener, mother
Joseph Greener, father
Robert Greener, brother
Barbara Greener, sister-in-law
Sylvia Schatz, aunt
   Remembered by Florence Luba

Mort Lubert, father
Frieda Lubert, mother
Florence Shear, mother
Mildred Weiner, grandmother
Rose Katz, aunt
   Remembered by Sandy and Stuart Lubert

Sheldon Lulov, husband
Richard Bradley Lulov, step-son
Mazie Plain Yadlovker, mother
Bertram D. Plain, father
Herbert M. Plain, brother
A. David Yadlovker, step-father
Rose Zucker, grandmother
Max Zucker, grandfather
Nettie Plain, grandmother
Louis Plain, grandfather
Miriam Fauer, great-aunt
Jack Fauer, great-uncle
Shirley Lulov, mother-in-law
Abraham Lulov, father-in-law
   Remembered by Roberta Ann Lulov

Marvin S. Lynn, husband, Remembered with love
Hyman B. Cantor, father
Gertrude Cantor, mother
   Remembered by Nancy Lynn

Irving Mann, father
Marion Mann, mother
Bebe Bernstein, mother
K.C. Bernstein, father
Mary Bernstein, step-mother
Claire Sirotin, aunt
   Remembered by Meryl and Robert Mann,
      Randy and Monica, Alex, Gabi, Parker
      and Xander, David, Nicole and Giana

Leonard Spring, father
Irving Mann, father
Marion Mann, mother
Lesley Sanders, sister
Lawrence Polatsch, brother
Linda Horowitz, friend
   Remembered by Meryl and Michael Mann
      and family

Sylvia Marcus, mother
Melanie Goldstein, mother
   Remembered by Lelia and Sergiu Marcus

Stanley Markowitz, husband
Minnie Markowitz, mother
Irving Markowitz, father
Anita Nixen, sister
Elinor Markowitz, mother
Harry Markowitz, father
   Remembered by Elaine Markowitz

Harry Markowitz, husband
Shirley Halpert, mother
Benjamin Halpert, father
   Remembered by Patricia Markowitz

Edwin S. Marks, husband
Bertha Abeles, mother
Adolph Abeles, father
Edith Marks Baldinger, mother-in-law
Carl Marks, father-in-law
   Remembered by Nancy A. Marks
IN MEMORY OF

Louis Sobelman, father, grandfather, great-grandpa
Betty Sobelman, mother, grandmother, great-grandma
  *Remembered by Joyanna Marx, Bonnie Siegel, Louis Siegel, Caroline Raitses*

Carmine J. Mauro, M.D., husband
Mollie Stark, mother
Max Stark, father
Catherine Mauro, mother-in-law
Louis Mauro, father-in-law
Thomas Mauro, son
Joseph Mauro, son
  *Remembered by Norma Mauro*

Mary Kassan, mother
Bertram S. Kassan, father
Georgiana Mayers, mother
Henry Mayers, father
Sheila Mayers, sister
Hilda Kassan, aunt
Mortimer A. Kassan, uncle
Jack Lawrence, brother-in-law
Jacklyne Lawrence, niece
Marjorie Franker, sister
Claude R. Franker, brother-in-law
Carl A. Ferreira, brother-in-law
Guillermina Calvo, dear friend
Elaine Levine, dear friend
Herb Levine, dear friend
Evelyn Kahn, dear friend
Bernard Mosowitz, dear friend
Rose Lee Burstein, dear friend
  *Remembered by Marsha and Rudy Mayers*

David Mazor, husband, father
Morris Mazor, father
Claire Mazor, mother
William Server, father
Betty Server, mother
Stephen Server, brother
  *Remembered by the Mazor Family*

Barbara Jaffe, mother, grandmother
Samuel Jaffe, father, grandfather
Ceila Gassner, grandmother, great-grandmother
Fred Gassner, grandfather, great-grandfather
Al Levenstein, grandfather, great-grandfather
Bertha Levenstein, grandmother, great-grandmother
Sadie Melzer, grandmother, great-grandmother
Max Melzer, grandfather, great-grandfather
  *Remembered by Randi, Larry, Janna and Brooke Melzer*

Stanley Seeman, father
Daryl Mark Seeman, brother
Laura and Joseph Kaiser, grandparents
Fannie and Teddy Menker, grandparents
  *Remembered by The Menker and Seeman Family*

Herman I. Merinoff, husband, father, grandfather
  *Remembered by Susan Merinoff, Linda Merinoff Bogrow, Cathy Onufrychuk, Charles Merinoff, Spencer Merinoff, Barbara Albert and grandchildren*

Catherine Gleichauf, mother, grandmother
  *Remembered by The Metz Family*
In Memory of

Dr. Seymour W. Meyer, husband
Leslie David Meyer, son
Mary Francis Resnick, mother
Max Resnick, father
Miriam Bluestone Resnick, grandmother
Marin Plaks, cousin
Elaine Plaks, cousin
Shirley Resnick, sister-in-law
Louis Meyer, father-in-law
Nettie Meyer, mother-in-law
Gerson Meyer, brother-in-law
Theresa Goldman, sister-in-law
Alfred Meyer, brother-in-law
Dr. Neil Meyer, nephew
Charlotte Fox, cousin
James Grad, friend
Remembered by Beth Meyer

Ruth Levine, mother
George Levine, father
Gladys Levine, step-mother, grandmother
Anna and Isidore Levine, grandparents,
great grandmother
Sarah and Abe Slutzkin, grandparents
Michael E. Levine, brother, uncle and great uncle
Remembered by Ellen Meyerson, Rita Meyerson and Joshua Meyerson

Philip Meyerson, father
Anna Tucker Meyerson, mother
Helene Gutter Eisenberg, mother
Joseph H. Eisenberg, father
Jack Newfield, brother-in-law
Mr. James Finkelstein, brother-In-law
Joey Newfield, nephew
Richard Brenner, brother-in-law
Jamie Levy, great-niece
Remembered by Carol and Marvin Meyerson

Patti Miller
Leslie Ronda Miller
Remembered by Andrew Miller

Jenny Zimiles, mother
David Zimiles, father
Shirley Sherman, sister
Remembered by Paul Z. Miles

Ruth Litwin, mother
Remembered by Diane Miller

Anna Miller, mother
Joseph Miller, father
Remembered by Stanley Miller

Anna Miller, mother
Leon Miller, father
Dorothy Lifshey Kessler, mother
Lawrence L. Lifshey, father
Paul Kessler, stepfather
Theodora Miller, sister
Ida Miller, grandmother
Benjamin Miller, grandfather
Stella Pritchard, aunt
Eason Pritchard, uncle
Mary Miller, aunt
Brenda Pritchard, cousin
Anna Lifshey, grandmother
Issac Lifshey, grandfather
Mary Goldman, grandmother
Hyman Goldman, grandfather
Shirley Lublin, aunt
Howard Lublin, uncle
Murray Lifshey, uncle
Barney Lifshey, uncle
Neil Levy, nephew
Kenneth Heuman, friend
Cheryl Heuman, friend,
Larry Winston, friend
Arlene Wolff, friend
Robert Fainblatt, friend
Caryl and Arthur Baar, friends
Vivian Gloria Meyer McGrath, friend
Ed Kabakow, friend
Roz Wiener, friend
Phoebe Lewis, friend
Paul Fierstein, friend
Remembered by Rona V. and Sidney (Buddy) A. Miller and Ilene and Arnold Wechter
In Memory of

Simon Alexander Grolnick, father
Edna and Harold Gellis, grandparents
Ruth and Max Grolnick, grandparents
James and Theresa Mirro, grandparents
Mary and Peter Franovich, grandparents
  Remembered by Elizabeth and Justin Mirro and Family
Sally Fox, mother
Sigmund Fox, father
Chester R. Fox, brother
Eugene Fox, brother
Annette Fox, sister-in-law
Augusta Marks, aunt
Abraham Miskin, father
Mary Miskin, mother
Arleen Miskin, sister-in-law
  Remembered by Lenore and Howard Miskin
Jack Sheradsky, father
  Remembered by Ruth Sheradsky, Anne, Mark, Jonah, Allyson and Morgan Mittler
Harold H. Mohr, father
Eva Wollner, grandmother
Paul F. Wollner, cousin
  Remembered by Eric and Nancy Mohr
Ethel and Stuart Larick, parents
Harold Mohr, father
Rita and Lou Emanuel, aunt and uncle
Emanuel Larick, grandfather
Eva Wollner, grandmother
I.G., Pauline, and Mary Wolf, grandparents
Joe Kloville, uncle
George Kaplan, cousin
Seymour Antor, cousin
Paul Wollner, cousin
  Remembered by Nancy Larick Mohr, Bob Larick and Family
Howard Squires, father, grandfather
Hans Monaster, father, grandfather
Liselotte Monaster, mother, grandmother
  Remembered by the George and Gayle Monaster and Family
Blanche and Julius Morgan, parents
Rose and Joseph Solomon, grandparents
Esther-Dora and Asher Morgan, grandparents
Seymour Solomon, uncle
Amour and Wolfe Morgan, aunt, uncle
Minnie and Joseph Goldberg, aunt, uncle
Carole Morgan, cousin
Judith Schwartz, cousin
Blanche R. Levine, cousin
Karen Penner, friend
Marvin Osias, friend
Ernie Osias, friend
  Remembered by Harvey Morgan
Howard Arnold Bernstein
Selma and Abraham Bernstein, in-laws
Blanche and Julius Morgan, in-laws
Amour and Wolfe Morgan, aunt and uncle
Minnie and Joseph Goldberg, aunt and uncle
Anne and Harry Shuman, grandparents
Bessie and Nathan Mulinsky, grandparents
Roye and Harry Sall, aunt and uncle
Sylvia and Ben Mulennis, aunt and uncle
Jack Shuman, uncle
Marvin Siskin, uncle
Robert Miller, brother-in-law
Blanck R. Levine, cousin
Steven Mullens, cousin
Karen Penner, friend
Marvin Osias, friend
Ernie Osias, friend
  Remembered by Susan Morgan
Robert Morris, husband
Mitchell Morris, son
Abraham Smith, father
Evelyn Smith, mother
Martin Orens, husband
Walter Smith, brother
Marvin Drager, companion
  Remembered by Iris Morris
In Memory of

Rose Rudin Mostel, mother and grandmother
Samuel Mostel, father and grandfather
Herbert Falk, father and grandfather
Ann Kerr Falk, mother and grandmother
  Remembered by Rebecca, Jon, Benjamin, and Adam Mostel

Siegfried Hackel, husband, father, grandfather
Magda Hackel, mother
  Remembered by Irene & Henry Muller, and Andrew, Jeffrey, Stephen Muller

William Howard Myer, father, grandfather
  Remembered by Felisa, Julius, Ian and Jordyn Myer

Harry Herzlich, father, grandfather
Belle and Benjamin Nassau, parents, grandparents
  Remembered by Roberta and Michael Nassau, Stephanie Brinker, William Nassau

Blanche and Martin Feuer, aunt and uncle
Gertrude and Jack Klein, aunt and uncle
Yetta and William Tenenbaum, grandparents
  Remembered by Roberta Nassau

Samuel and Ida Nassau, grandparents
Morris and Matilda Nassau, grandparents
Juliet and Isidore Nassau, aunt and uncle
Judith Summerfield, aunt
  Remembered by Michael Nassau

Edward S. North, husband, father
Herman Merinoff, uncle
  Remembered by Patsy, Cindy, Keith, Casey, Matthew and Jordon North, Singer and Poliakoff Families

Fredric Weiss, father, grandfather
Stanley Oken, father, grandfather
Ilan Rasooly, nephew
  Remembered by Cheryl and Brad, Danielle and Josh Oken, Stu Weiss, Leslie Motiwalla, Sophia, Matthew and Miriam

Morton M. Bass, father
Edythe Atlas, grandmother
Sol G. Atlas, grandfather
Samuel Langus, father
Neph Ornstein
Casper Ornstein
  Remembered by Scott Ornstein and Andrew Langus

Raye Solomon, mother
Samuel Solomon, father
Carol Solomon, sister-in-law
Harry Polans, uncle
Hyman Polansky, uncle
Mary Solomon, grandmother
Israel Solomon, grandfather
Rose Polansky, grandmother
Benjamin Polansky, grandfather
Esther Finkelstein, aunt
Anne Landey, aunt
Beatrice Pearl, mother-in-law
Edward Pearl, father-in-law
Ronda Motycka, friend
Ruth Fein, sister-in-law
  Remembered by Shela Pearl

Morris Buznitsky, father
Evelyn Buznitsky, mother
  Remembered by Sue North
In Memory of

Karyl Corell, mother
Joseph Corell, stepfather
Jean Norberg, grandmother
Sara Gordon, grandmother
Herbert Gordon, father
Mary Suslock, grandmother
Julius Suslock, grandfather
Hilda Peirez Dennis, mother
Lawrence Peirez, father
Sheila Post, aunt
Maurice Post, uncle
Bella Sturman, aunt
Jon Kirby, brother-in-law
Lisa Zahler, cousin

Remembered by Donna and Bill Peirez

Karen Penner, wife
Jacob Penner, father
Sarah Penner, mother

Remembered by Lester Penner

Mollie and Louis Pergament, parents
Pearl Schaffer, mother

Remembered by Lois and Robert Pergament

Samuel Berglass, father
Sadie Berglass, mother
Nathan Permut, father
Rose Permut, mother
Bruce Berglass, brother
Esther Weinstein, sister
Samuel Weinstein, brother-in-law
Carole Toledano, niece
Fanny Elovich, sister
Soli Elovich, brother-in-law
Larry Elovich, nephew
Bernard Nelson, friend
Doris Nelson, friend
Leo Nadel, friend
Madge Nadel, friend

Remembered by Ellen and Jack Permut

Israel Allen, father, husband, grandfather
Anne B. Gould, sister, aunt
Bruce Brown, cousin

Remembered by the Peterson and Allen Families

Michelle Weberman, sister

Remembered by the Petruccelli Family

Dr. Phillip E. Lear, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
Dora Lear, mother, grandmother, great-
grandmother
Alan J. Pinsky, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
Belle Gelfant, aunt
Marion Lieberman, aunt
David Lieberman, uncle

Remembered by Elizabeth and Lawrence
Pinsky and Family

Ruth Litwin, wife, mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother

Remembered by Carole Pittelman

Robert Pollack, father, grandfather
Elaine Pochtar, mother, grandmother
Benjamin Pochter, father, grandfather

Remembered by Ina, Mark and Emily
Pochtar

William Loewenthal, father
Steven Loewenthal, brother
Jack and Mildred Melzer, grandparents
Bertha and Norman Schlossman,
grandparent
Fanny and Martin Rotter, grandparents
William Loewenthal, father
Steven Loewenthal, brother

Remembered by Barbara and David
Podwall

Lea and Abraham Sanders, parents
Pauline and Samuel Pomerantz
Howard Pomerantz
Rachel Pomerantz
Nelson R. Bernstein, friend
Jerome I. Greenstein, friend
Richard Gross, friend
Lynn Unger, friend

Remembered by Ethel Sanders Pomerantz
In Memory Of

Harold Schneider, father
Lillian Schneider, mother
Mary Glickman, grandmother
Solomon Glickman, grandfather
Rebecca Schneider, grandmother
David Schneider, grandfather

  Remembered by Ruth Pomerantz

Pauline Pomerantz, mother
Samuel Pomerantz, father
Rachel Siegel, grandmother
David Siegel, grandfather
Dora Pomerantz, grandmother
Hyman Pomerantz, grandfather
Howard Pomerantz, brother
Rachel Pomerantz, sister

  Remembered by Myron Pomerantz

Sidney Pravder, father-in-law, father, grandfather
Ruth Pravder, mother-in-law, mother, grandmother
Beatrice Cohn Levy, mother, mother-in-law, grandmother
Harold Cohn, father, father-in-law, grandfather
Mendel and Grace Sicklick, grandparents and great grandparents
Ellie Sarfatti, sister, sister-in-law, aunt
Emanuel Sarfatti, brother-in-law, uncle
Irving Breier, uncle
Henry Breier, uncle

  Remembered by Robbi, Andy, Samantha and Harrison Pravder

Fanny Gruszceki, mother
Matias Gruszceki, father
Samuel Rabiner, father
Fay Rabiner, mother
Harry Gruszceki, brother
Gladys Gruszceki, sister-in-law

  Remembered by Mary and Bruce Rabiner

Bernard Raider, husband
Eleanor Wagner, wife

  Remembered by Zelda Raider and Arnold Wagner

Morton Rechler, husband
Daniel Rechler, son
Michael Rechler, father
Yetta Rechler, mother
Rae Lewis, mother
Harold E. Lewis, father
William Rechler, brother

  Remembered by Beverly Rechler

Anna Feinzig Green, mother
Harold Feinzig, father
Robert Feinzig, brother
Daniel Rechler, brother

  Remembered by Bonnie and Bennett Rechler and children

Sara Redleaf, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Morris Redleaf, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Carol Jacklin, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Irving Jacklin, father, grandfather
Michael Jacklin, brother
Frances and Jack Ginsberg, grandparents

  Remembered by Irene and David Redleaf

Brandon Michael Reiselman, son
Selma Peltz, mother
Saul Peltz, father

  Remembered by Estelle Reiselman

Carol Reidman, daughter
Oscar Reidman, husband

  Remembered by Roslyn Reidman and Fern and Clifford

Lee J. Reisfield, father, grandfather
Seymour Markowitz, father
Regina Berko, grandmother
Dominick Cilluffo, father, grandfather

  Remembered by the Reisfield-Cilluffo Family
In Memory of

Beatrice and Jack Fischer, parents
William Reisman, father
Sadie and Samuel Margolis, grandparents
Nathan Fischer and Anna Fischer Sklover, grandparents
Joseph Margolis, grand uncle
Claire and Alan Margolis, aunt and uncle
Evelyn and Gary Port, friends

Remembered by Nancy and Jerome Reisman

Regina Prentice, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
David Benn Prentice, brother, uncle
Sam Cohen, grandfather, great-grandfather
Bebe Stern, aunt

Remembered by Linda P. Rice and Family

Beverly Rilander, mother
Arthur Rilander, father
Samuel Rilander, grandfather
Leah Rilander, grandmother
Yetta Markowitz, grandmother
Harry Markowitz, grandfather
Lilian Rilander, aunt
Herman Rilander, uncle
Lenora Isaacs, cousin
Sidney Isaacs, cousin
Laura Zellnick, cousin
Herbert Zellnick, cousin
Frances Rothenberg, mother
Louis Rothenberg, father
Sophie Rothenberg, aunt
Gloria Barad, sister
N. Paul Barad, brother-in-law
Valerie Barad, niece
Curt A. Barad, special nephew
Juliet Schacter, special niece
Charlotte Malmud, great aunt
Irving Malmud, great uncle
Gerald Malmud, beloved cousin
Mae Driewitz, great aunt
Max Driewitz, great uncle
Frances Malmud, cousin
Stanley Malmud, cousin
Audrae Markowitz, aunt
Walter Markowitz, uncle
Robert Markowitz, cousin
Ann Davis, cousin
Irene Davis, cousin
Merna Miller, friend
Richard Miller, friend
Paula Morse, friend
Gloria Zeitel, friend
Bertram Zeitel, friend
Harold Berkowitz, friend
Leonard Weisenthal, friend

Remembered by Lynda and Harvey Rilander
Aaron Greenberg, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Fannie Greenberg, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Judith Lois Square, sister, aunt

Remembered by Claire Rivers and Family

Jacob A. Scal, father
Sadie Scal, mother
Albert Roberts, father
Ruth Roberts, mother

Remembered by Jane and Richard Roberts

Lillian Epstein, mother
Bernard Epstein, father
Mildred Bushell, mother
Samuel Rosenberg, father
David Meistar, godfather
Jeanette Cohen, aunt
Pearl Schwartz, aunt
Murray Cohen, uncle
Isabel Halpern, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Ellen and Peter Rosenberg, Pamela and Matthew Shaw, Brian and Elizabeth Rosenberg, Marjorie, Kieren, and Cheyenne Higgins, and Jeff and Gina Shaw

Alan David Rosenbloom, husband and father
Rebecca Levine, mother and grandmother
Michael Levine, father and grandfather
Thelma Rosenbloom, mother and grandmother
Louis Rosenbloom, father and grandfather

Remembered by Rochelle Rosenbloom and Daniel, Jessie and Marissa

Tracy Reynolds, daughter
Joseph Boshnack, father
Ruth Rosenfeld, mother
George Rosenfeld, father
Richard Knox, brother
Bertha Roff, grandmother
Benjamin Roff, grandfather
Rebecca Boshnack, grandmother
Isadore Boshnack, grandfather

Remembered by Lorraine and Arnold Rosenfeld

Irving Rosenzweig, husband, father, grandfather
Fanny Rosenzweig, mother
Sadie Hahn, mother
Julius Hahn, father
Samuel Rosenzweig, father
Max Fabrikant, grandfather
Philip J. Hahn, brother
Priscilla Frishman, sister
Harold Frishman, brother-in-law
Henrietta Applebaum, sister-in-law
Gilbert Applebaum, brother-in-law
Beatrice Greenberg, sister-in-law
Elias Rosenzweig, brother-in-law
Carole Westmoreland, niece
Richard Greenberg, nephew
Lynne Sokol, niece
Dorothy Fortgang Margolis, aunt
Lynn Katz, cousin
Maurice Katz, cousin
Fritzi Deutsch, aunt
Morrey Deutsch, uncle
Ira Deutsch, cousin
Irving Fabrikant, uncle
Philip Fabrikant, uncle
Alma Deligtisch, aunt
Jean Champion, friend

Remembered by Bobbie Rosenzweig
In Memory of

Sidney Rosenzweig, father
Lillian Rosenzweig, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Leonard Jacobs, father, grandfather
Vivian Jacobs, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Charlie Ross, brother, uncle
Susan Ross, sister-in-law, aunt
Ruth Cooper, grandmother, great-grandmother
Louis Cooper, grandfather, great-grandfather
Howard Cooper, uncle
Anna Jacobs, grandmother, great-grandmother
Sol Jacobs, grandfather
Doris Kreizel, great aunt
Marlene Glick, cousin

Remembered by Judi and Elliot Rosenzweig

Pearl Rosenberg, mother
Ann Lagin, mother
Jacob Rosenberg, father
Nathan Lagin, father-in-law
Leroy Rosenberg, brother
Arlene Lieberman, sister-in-law

Remembered by Marvin Ross

Ann Lagin, mother
Nathan Lagin, father
Pearl Rosenberg, mother-in-law
Stanley Jay Lagin, brother
Lillie Rosenzweig, grandmother
Ruth Rosenzweig, aunt
Gussie Roselinsky, grandmother
Abraham Lagin, grandfather
Morris Rosenzweig, grandfather
Carrie Bell, aunt
Fred Middlemen, cousin
Elaine Middleman, cousin
Neil Giske, friend
Joan Fried, friend
Eli Rousso, friend
Shirley Bank Gould, friend
Morton Gould, friend
Bruce Manheimer, friend
Stanley Butwin, friend

Remembered by Ellen Ross

Roslyn Cohan, loving mother, grandmother
Harold Cohan, loving father, grandfather
Rose H. Ross, loving mother, grandmother
Sol Ross, loving father, grandfather

Remembered by Sharon, Philip, Carley and Elliot Ross

Lillian Bienstock, mother
Joseph Bienstock, father

Remembered by Carole and Ted Rosten

Sidney Roth, father
Douglas Watson, brother
Doug Begalman, family friend
Helene Brown, family friend

Remembered by Sharon, Howard and Jacob Roth
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Memory Of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blanche Center, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyman Center, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. George Center, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger Leff, sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome Leff, brother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thelma Center, sister-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Rothman, mother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Rothman, father-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldie Gottlieb, aunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Gottlieb, uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Sultan, friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Wm. Goldstein, friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saul Kessler, friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Hankin, friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Kessler, friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Ashkin, friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Gordon, in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Altizer, in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Doppelt, in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Hankin, special friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Fay Rothman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Rothman, husband, father, grandfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Fay Rothman, Larry, Margery and Harris, Steven, Joshua and Sophie, Ronni, Scott, Isaac and Emmett, Gail, Doug, Haegan, Baylen and Hazel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William D. Rotner, husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian and Louis Mittler, parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah and Sam Rotner, parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlene Weinberg, sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Babette Rotner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Zahn, husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernice Rudnick, wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adele Rogers, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gussie Zahn, mother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Zahn, father-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Matthew M. Goldman, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Gilbert Rogers, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Millicent Zahn Rudnick and Cecil Rudnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Handelman, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida Handelman, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart N. Handelman, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Rudorfer, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Rudorfer, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seymour Rudorfer, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Kaplan, sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Kaplan, brother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Sieger, uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertrude Sieger, aunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estelle and Max Cohen, aunt, uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Edith and Alvin Rudorfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith M. Sachs, wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanette Sachs, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Sachs, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Sachs, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Roth, mother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Roth, father-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Roth, brother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Melvin M. Sachs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith Lacey, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Lacey, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Carol and Edward Sacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Safenowitz, husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Kaufman, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Kaufman, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Safenowitz, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Safenowitz, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Weitz, sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milton Safenowitz, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Leitstein, brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Carole Safenowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnie Klein, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyman Klein, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milton Gurwitz, dear friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Joan Klein Salm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald W. Sanford, husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Zaner, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis T. Zaner, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered by Eileen Sanford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Memory of

Frances Berk, mother
Maurice Berk, uncle
Fanny Bendow, grandmother

Remembered by Alan and Eileen Sarroff and Family

Susan Schaffer, daughter
Dora Warshauer, mother
Irving Warshauer, father
Edith Schaffer, mother
Frank Schaffer, father

Remembered by Lois and David Schaffer

Bertha Wallins, mother
Abraham Wallins, father
Bertha Scharf, mother
David Scharf, father
Ida Andrews, aunt
Louis Andrews, uncle
Mary Siegel, aunt
Jack Siegel, uncle
Rose Golzman, sister
Lillian Sohn, sister
Morris Scharf, brother
Bernice Podgora, sister
Helen and Sidney Flayton, friends
Jean Maljean, friend

Remembered by Dorothy and Jack Scharf

Marvin Schwartz, father, grandfather
Irma Scharf, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Susan, David and Halle Schatz

Doris Osman Schecter, mother
Herman (Hy) Schecter, father

Remembered by Stuart Schecter

Ruth and Alfred Leiman, parents
Lon Extract, brother
Louis Kassler, stepfather
Sarah Newmark, grandmother
Jenny Extract, grandmother
Maurice Extract, grandfather
Max and Sara Brody, grandparents
Carri & Nathan Leiman, grandparents
Edwin Brody, uncle
Jeanne Siff, aunt

Remembered by Michelle Schimel and David Leiman

David Schlesinger, husband, father, grandfather

Remembered by Bobbie Schlesinger, Michael and Carin, Debbie and Cliff and Ryan, Brian, Kylie and Jason
In Memory of

Sigmund Schlesinger, father, grandfather
Sylvia Schlesinger, mother, grandmother
Bert Spitz, mother, grandmother
Rea Hoffman, aunt
Freddie Babbin, friend
Mal Babbin, friend
Jimmy Bernstein, friend
Joan Bernstein, friend
Alan Brandt, friend
Eric Brandt, friend
Lynn Brandt, friend
William Fabrikant, friend
Fred Feldman, friend
Mark Feldman, friend
Jane E. Fishbin, friend
Grace Gold, friend
Gene Gold, friend
Jake Goldenberg, friend
Edward Haberman, friend
Stanley Lesser, friend
Robert Leventhal, friend
Marvin Lynn, friend
Merna Miller, friend
Julian Rosenberg, friend
Stanley Rubenstein, friend
Enid Sackman, friend
Donald Schorr, friend
Dr. Bernard Sigel, friend
Lois Sigel, friend

Remembered by Bobbie Schlesinger,
Michael and Carin, Debbie and Cliff

Barry Schneider, husband, father, grandfather
Leona Schneider, mother-In-law, grandmother, great-grandmother
Soli Schneider, father-In-law, grandfather
Mac Beagelman, father, grandfather
Pearl Beagelman, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Beth Schneider, Dawn and Joseph Vieira, and Adam Schneider

Gertrude Cooper, mother
Philip Cooper, father
Lillian Schneider, mother
Samuel Schneider, father
Ethel Tillis, grandmother
Max Tillis, grandfather
Lena Cooper, grandmother
Hyman Cooper, grandfather
Maxine Schneider, sister
Alan Schneider, brother
Eva Schneider, grandmother
Max Schneider, grandfather
Jenny Klinghoffer, grandmother
Max Klinghoffer, grandfather

Remembered by Patricia and Charles Schneider

Howard Schneidman, father
Bertha Silverstein, grandmother
Irving Silverstein, grandfather
Nathan Kaplan, grandfather
Shirley Kaplan, grandmother
Murry Baron, uncle
Helen Baron, aunt

Remembered by Wendy and Don Schneidman, Jay and Terry Stevens, Andrew and Theresa Stevens

Arthur Schoenbaum, husband

Remembered by Jeanette Schoenbaum

Werner S. Schott, husband
Elizabeth Baruch, mother
John J. Baruch, father
Hedwig Schott, mother-in-law
Albert Schott, father-in-law
Ilse Appelman, sister-in-law

Remembered by Daisy B. Schott

Sherman Schwartz, father
Martin Morris, father
Hilda Morris, mother
Betty Bernstein, aunt
Pearl Max, aunt

Remembered by Amy and Paul Schwartz
In Memory of

Jack Schwartz, father
Mildred Celender, mother
Remembered by Jeffrey Schwartz and Jean Celender

Rebecca Horowitz, mother
Solomon Schwartz, father
Florence Schwartz, mother
Remembered by Lori Beth and David Schwartz

Charles S. Schwartz, husband
Morton J. Schwartz, son
Anna Schwartz, mother
Dave Schwartz, father
Nettie Minsker, mother
Harry Minsker, father
Philip Schwartz, brother
Eleanor Schwartz, sister-in-law
Benjamin Minsker, brother
Lois Minsker, sister-in-law
Sylvia Richter, sister
Ethel Marcus, sister
Edward Minsker, brother
Morton H. Schwartz, brother
Lee Schwartz, brother
Elayne Schwartz, sister-in-law
Tracy Lafer, niece
Remembered by Mildred Schwartz

Helen J. Freeman, mother
George M. Freeman, father
Richard E. Freeman, brother
Sheldon H. Freeman, brother
Ruth M. Schwat, mother
Charles I. Schwat, father
Samuel N. Schwat, brother
Remembered by Lynn and Martin Schwat

Mollie Sachs, mother
Leon Sachs, father
Israel Cohen, grandfather
Rose Cohen, grandmother
Michael Cohen, uncle
Anna Getzug, grandmother
Herman Getzug, grandfather
Dora Seeman, mother
Benjamin Seeman, father
Florence Tutelman, sister
Remembered by Lee R. and Murray Seeman

Joseph Ushkow, father
Jean Ushkow, mother
Morris (Moe) Serchuck, father
Rose Serchuck, mother
Mae Deutsch, aunt
Nathan Saltzman, uncle
Bernard Stuchin, friend
Remembered by Joan and Jerry Serchuck

Leo Shakter, father
Samuel Gitten, father
Alida Gitten, mother
Remembered by Dr. Bernard and Lorraine Shakter

Leo Shear, husband
Edith Tanenbaum, mother
Max Tanenbaum, father
William Tanenbaum, brother
Remembered by Ruth Shear

Yette Ilionski, mother
Leon Ilionski, father
Flora Kristeller, grandmother
Jacob Kristeller, grandfather
Masha Ilionski, grandmother
Chaim Ilionski, grandfather
Trude Kristeller, aunt
Albert Kristeller, uncle
Max Kristeller, uncle
Alfred Goldschmidt, uncle
Remembered by Marion Sherman
In Memory of

Evelyn Lazarus Greenberg, mother
Isaac Lazarus, father
Murray Greenberg, stepfather
Fanny Cantor, grandmother
Abraham Cantor, grandfather
Etta Lazarus, grandmother
William Lazarus, grandfather
Rose Lee, aunt
Eleanor Cantor, aunt
Alfred Cantor, uncle
Leonard Bell, devoted friend
Edward Bader, devoted friend

Remembered by Larry Sherman

Claire Louise Siegel, sister
Ida E. Siegel, mother
Jules Siegel, father
Bernard Siegel, uncle
Lois Kornblau, beloved friend

Remembered by Karen and Grant Siegel

Helen and Arthur Minikes, parents
Etta and Max Siegel, parents

Remembered by Pat and Larry Siegel

Samuel Siegel, father
Arthur Cohen, father

Remembered by Susan and Jeffrey Siegel

Isabel Fireman, mother
Harry Fireman, father

Remembered by Vicki and Jerry Silver

Meyer Hodes, in-law
Jonas Yarmak, father
Dora Silverman, mother
Samuel Silverman, father
Esther Yarmak, mother
Ida Trachtman, aunt
Faith Schuster, aunt
Joel Frankel, brother-in-law
Michael Wolkins, relative's son

Remembered by Phyllis and Howard Silverman

Meyer Alper, father
Bella Alper, mother
Sol Silverstein, father
Remembered by the children and grandchildren of the Alper-Silverstein families

Jules H. Singer, husband
Murray Furst, husband
Sadie Bosniak, mother
Meyer Bosniak, father

Remembered by Marcia Singer

Joseph Sion, father, grandfather
Sandra Sion, mother, grandmother
David Sokol, husband, father, grandfather

Remembered by Lori, Jeffrey, Marissa and Rachel Sion and Florence Sokol

Dr. Marvin Small, husband
David Small, father
Kitty Small, mother
Samuel Savitsky, father
Mary Savitsky, mother
Robert Edelson, brother-in-law

Remembered by Shirley Small

Paul Bennett Smith, husband
Milton Greenberg, father
Molly Greenberg, mother
Jacob Smulowitz, grandfather
Fannie Smulowitz, grandmother
Charles Greenberg, grandfather
Rose Greenberg, grandmother
Eve Smith, mother-in-law
Murray Smith, father-in-law
Glady's Richter, aunt
Shirley Zamore, aunt
Leon Richter, cousin
Marilyn Richter, cousin
Steve Breger, cousin
Paula Lieberman, cousin
Debbie Silverman, friend
Barbara Wechsler, friend

Remembered by Marjorie Greenberg Smith
In Memory Of

Ruth Marcus, mother, mother-in-law, grandmother

Remembered by the Marcus-Solomkin Family

Mahboubeh Soufer, wife
Yousef Soufer, father
Farha Soufer, mother
Ashraf Daizadeh, mother
Raphael Daizadeh, father

Remembered by Edward Soufer

Mahboubeh Soufer, mother

Remembered by Joseph Soufer and Robert Soufer

Jenny Spielman, dear daughter
Dorothy Spear Schwartz, mother
Alvin Schwartz, father
James Schwartz, brother
Jane Schwartz Stein, sister
Florence Spielman, mother
Irving Spielman, father, father-in-law
Ann Spear, grandmother
Maurice Spear, grandfather
Francis Schwartz, grandfather
Morris Schwartz, grandfather
Edward Grossberger, uncle
Herman Grossberger, grandfather
Regina Grossberger, grandmother
Bertha Spielman, grandmother
Adoph Spielman, grandfather
Muriel Yusen, aunt
Henry Yusen, uncle
Philip Stein

Remembered by Amy and Charles Spielman

Arthur M. Spiro, husband
Shirley B. Spiro, mother
Ralph B. Spiro, father
Gregory Brian Paul, grandson
Augusta Goldstein, mother
Maxwell H. Goldstein, father
Joseph H. Gardner, cousin

Remembered by Joan G. Spiro

Stanley E. Springer, father
Irene M. Springer, mother
Gerard A. Ascher, uncle
Bertha Ascher, aunt
Enid Ascher, cousin
Herbert Remnick, cousin
Merna H. Miller, friend
Richard Miller, friend
Adolph (Eddie) Katz, friend
Margie Heller, friend

Remembered by Elaine Springer

Jeannette L. Gladstone, mother
Maurice A. Gladstone, father
Dorothy Steinberg, mother
Jack Steinberg, father
Henry Steinberg, uncle
Frank Gelder, uncle
George Howard, uncle
Dr. Lillian Batlin, cousin
Cherrie Gelder, aunt
Florence Ahrens, cousin
Alfred Ahrens, cousin
Walter Goldstein, cousin
Sherry Cutler, dear friend

Remembered by Erlene and Bob Steinberg and family

Jonah Sterling, father
Marce Sterling, mother
Samuel Levinson, father
Ella Levinson, mother
Joel Sterling, brother
Lawrence Levinson, brother
Shelly Kaplan, sister
Muriel Cooper, sister
Dr. Herbert Salzberg, brother-in-law
Eli Speiser, brother-in-law
Florence Sher, aunt
Nathan Sher, uncle
William Salzberg, nephew

Remembered by Helene and Daniel Sterling
In Memory of

Philip M. Stone, father
Ann Paul, aunt
Rose Stone, aunt
Raymond Stone, uncle
Joseph Barnett, friend
Mary Carner, friend
Bernice Rossin, friend
Chelsie Stone, relative
Cindy Stone, relative
Shirley Sherman, relative
  Remembered by Suzanne E. Stone

Yetta Sherman, mother, grandmother
Paul Sherman, father, grandfather
Gladys Stumer, mother, grandmother
Abe Stumer, father, grandfather
  Remembered by Susan and Mark Stumer, and Family

Harriet Ann Surks, mother
Sylvan N. Surks, father
Sydna Held, aunt
Jerome Held, uncle
  Remembered by Dena Surks and Ronald Kosinski

Ida Sussman, wife
Frieda Sussman, mother
Phillip Sussman, father
  Remembered by Harry Sussman

Arthur Susswein, husband
Selma Hochman, mother
Mitchell L. Rosenson, father
Mildred Rosenson, step-mother
Rose Susswein, mother-in-law
Janet Clark, sister
  Remembered by Leonore Susswein

Gerald Joseph Sutin, father and grandfather
Rubin Feingold, grandfather and great-grandfather
Nancy Feingold, grandmother and great-grandmother
  Remembered by the Sutin Family

Dr. William Sweder, husband, father, father-in-law
  Remembered by Edna Sweder, Gerald and Nancy Sweder, Kenneth and Gerri Sweder

Dr. Oscar Goldberg, father, father-in-law
Irma Goldberg, mother, mother-in-law
  Remembered by Dr. Gerald and Nancy Sweder

Harry Richter, father
Eleanor D. Richter, mother
Frank Tamarin, father
Dora Tamarin, mother
Sidney Tamarin, brother
Leon Tamarin, brother
  Remembered by Ruth and Milton Tamarin

Miriam Tannenbaum, mother
Sol Tannenbaum, father
  Remembered by Elliot Tannenbaum

Anthony Pisani, father, father-in-law, grandfather
Gilbert Tilles, father, father-in-law, grandfather
Rose Tilles, mother, mother-in-law, grandmother
Goldie Katz, grandmother
Hyman Katz, grandfather
Dr. William Kershaw, uncle
Esther Tilles, grandmother
Elie Tilles, grandfather
Herman Tilles, uncle
Frances Sambur, aunt
  Remembered by Jerry, Roger, Eliana and Hanaleah Tilles
In Memory Of

Howard Title, husband
Ilse Bauer, mother
Kurt Bauer, father
Libbie Title, mother-in-law
Abraham Title, father-in-law
Anna Gluckstern, grandmother
Heinrich Gluckstern, grandfather
Arnold Gluckstern, grandfather
Fanni Gahlberg, great grandmother
Dr. Arnold Gahlberg, great grandfather
Dr. Paul Gluckstern, uncle

Remembered by Dorrit Title and family

Frieda Rothstein, grandmother
Charles Rothstein, grandfather
Herbert Tytel, father
Ann Dessak, mother
Abraham Strassner, father

Remembered by Sandra and Howard Tytel

Anne Hamburg, mother
Al Hamburg, father

Remembered by The Valitt Family

Norman Verkman, father
Adèle Verkman, mother
William Verkman, grandfather
Dorothy Verkman, grandmother
Grace Rubin, grandmother
Max Rubin, grandfather

Remembered by The Verkman Family

Robert Wachen, father
Ruth Wachen, mother
David Fishman, father
Hilda Reich, mother
Lester Reich, step-father
Helen Wertheimer, sister
Benjamin Fishman, brother
Maria Fishman, sister-in-law
Walter Wertheimer, brother-in-law

Remembered by Elizabeth and Harry Wachen

Leonard Walder, husband, father
Mabelle London, mother, grandmother
Murray London, father, grandfather
Fritz Walder, mother-in-law, grandmother
Irving Walder, father-in-law, grandmother
Marcia Walder Gottlieb, sister-in-law, aunt
Betty Tascarella, aunt

Remembered by Cheryl Walder, Alyson Walder and Deborah Walder

Lillian Hodes, mother, grandmother
Herbert Hodes, father, grandfather
Clarice Walk, mother, grandmother
Eli Walk, father, grandfather
Joseph Walk, brother
Leah Eckstein, cousin
Helen Chain, cousin
Bob Solomon, “uncle”
John Joyce, godfather
Jim Dooley, special friend

Remembered by Steven, Eileen, Hunter and Alyssa Walk

Michael Wallace, husband
Ronald Sheffrin, father
Elisabeth Sheffrin, mother

Remembered by Jan Wallace
In Memory of

Dorothy Lifshey Kessler, mother
Lawrence Lifshey, father
Paul Kessler, stepfather
Howard Lublin, uncle
Shirley Lublin, aunt
Murray Lifshey, uncle
Barney Lifshey, uncle
Anna Lifshey, grandmother
Isaac Lifshey, grandfather
Mary Goldman, grandmother
Hyman Goldman, grandfather
Marcia Wechter, mother
Josephy Wechter, father
Philip Wechter, brother
Sophie Wechter Friedman, sister
Neil Levy, son-in-law
Robert Chester, friend
Lynn Bohrer, friend
Ed Kabakow, friend
Ruth Kurtzman, friend
Marty Fink, friend

Remembered by Ilene and Arnold Wechter

Sam Weiner, father
Rhoda Weiner, mother
Sol Leventhal, father
Shirley Leventhal, mother

Remembered by Gary Leventhal and Lynn Weiner

Ernestine Rosenheck, mother
Sighard Rosenheck, stepfather
Clara Feilicovici, grandmother
Frances Cohen, grandmother
Stanley Cohen, uncle
Sheldon Ripka, father
Abraham Cohen, grandfather

Remembered by Gary, Daniela, Stephanie & Aaron Weinstock

Mae & Samuel Spivak, parents
Jay S. Spivak, brother
Diana & Isidore Sobel, grandparents

Remembered by Fern S. Weiss

Yetta & Abraham Weiss, parents
Sarah & Nathan Galowitz, grandparents
Celia & Meyer Weiss, grandparents
Helen & George Engberg, aunt and uncle

Remembered by Mitchell Weiss

Harrison Weiss-Horowitz, son
Chaim Horowitz, father
Mary Horowitz, mother

Remembered by David Weiss-Horowitz

Harrison Weiss-Horowitz, son
Martin Weiss, father
Blanche Weiss, mother

Remembered by Susan Weiss-Horowitz

Harrison Weiss-Horowitz, brother
Chaim Horowitz, grandfather
Mary Horowitz, grandmother
Martin Weiss, grandfather
Blanche Weiss, grandmother

Remembered by Rebecca Weiss-Horowitz

Harry Weitzman, father
Dinah Weitzman, mother
Pauline Braunstein, aunt

Remembered by Sol and Judith Weitzman

Sally Tenenbaum, mother
Edward Tenenbaum, father
Howard Jack Tenebaum, brother

Remembered by Barbara Weston, Robin Rosenberg, Suzanne Silver

Harry Lebow, father
Doris Lebow, mother
Norman Edward Wheeler, father
Veronica Kinsella Wheeler, mother
Stanley Prowler, uncle
Robert Prowler, uncle
Gilbert Prowler, grandfather
Ida Prowler, grandmother
Douglas Nadeau, brother-in-law

Remembered by Joan and Norman Wheeler
In Memory of

Esther Marcus Rosen, mother
Isidore Rosen, father
Dr. Murray L. Wiener, husband
Dr. Jay Herbert Rosen, brother
Dr. Zelig A. Rosen, brother

Remembered by Sylvia Zenia Rosen Wiener

Susan Feinberg, sister
Bunny Feinberg, mother
Josie Boxer, grandmother

Remembered by Robin and Jonathan Witt

Dr. Harold Ehrlich, father, grandfather
Edith Wohlfeld, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Michael, Lynne and Ivey Wohlfeld

Sally Kornbluth, mother
Alan Kornbluth, brother
Morris Kornbluth, father, grandfather
Bernard Wolf, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Harry Goldenberg, uncle, great-uncle

Remembered by Gilda and Mark Wolf

Jerome Wolk, husband
Max Finkelstein, father
Beatrice Finkelstein, mother
Yetta Wolk, mother-in-law
Julius Wolk, father-in-law
Harold Wolk, brother-in-law
Marsha Fox, niece

Remembered by Roslyn Wolk

Morton Socks, father, grandfather
Cecile Socks, mother, grandmother
Bernard Wollin, father, grandfather
Ruth Wollin, mother, grandmother

Remembered by The Wollin Family

Anita Freud Wotman, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Daniel, Rebecca and Sophia Wotman

Irving Buller, father
Clara Buller, grandmother
Paul Wotman, brother

Remembered by Laurie and David, Carey and Andrew Wotman

Leah Yehezkel, grandmother
Mordechai Yehezkel, grandfather
Eva Nadel, grandmother
Leon Nadel, grandfather

Remembered by Lara Yehezkel

Margaret Yudess, mother
Sidney Yudess, father
Annette Silver, mother
Samuel Resnick, grandfather
Sarah Resnick, grandmother
Morris Friedberg, grandfather
Lena Friedberg, grandmother
Jenny Goldberg, grandmother
Larry Jontow, uncle
Shirley Jontow, aunt
Anita Wein, aunt
Maxine Ablove, aunt
Amy Rubinstein, friend
Lorri Honickman, friend
Peter Shukat, friend
Alan Rosenbloom, friend
Jeffrey Paul Bart, friend

Remembered by Linda and Larry Yudess

Daniel Kroll, father
Fannie Belkin Kroll, mother
Alan Kroll, brother
Herman Zarin, father
Rose Manney Zarin, mother
Anna Kahn, aunt
Julius Kahn, uncle
Nathan Zarin, uncle
Elsie Zarin Goll, aunt
Abraham E. Goll, uncle

Remembered by Renée and Michael S. Zarin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Memory of</th>
<th>In Memory of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Zeller, mother, grandmother</td>
<td>Emanuel Litwin, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Blinder, grandfather, great-grandfather</td>
<td>Shirley Litwin, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Blinder, grandmother, great-grandmother</td>
<td>Carol Litwin, sister-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Finder, grandmother, great-grandmother</td>
<td>Philip Zimmerman, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Milton, grandfather</td>
<td>Dorothy Zimmerman, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Milton, grandmother</td>
<td><em>Remembered by Jane and Ron Zimmerman</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Milton, father, grandfather</td>
<td>Ben Elkind, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Elkind, grandfather</td>
<td>Jean Elkind Finder, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Zeller, grandmother</td>
<td>Stanley Zuckerman, husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Zeller, grandfather</td>
<td>Miriam Feldman, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Elkind, uncle</td>
<td>Charles Feldman, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcia Zigelbaum, friend</td>
<td><em>Remembered by Theodora Zuckerman</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Remembered by Gayle Milton, Michael Zeller and Jake Zeller</em></td>
<td>Norman Zuller, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harriet (Chikey) Zuller, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann &amp; Louis Gunin, grandparents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruth Zuller, grandmother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Remembered by Randi Zuller and family</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Zeller, wife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Memory of

Irving Abelow
Evelyn Abraham
Irving Abraham
Leo Abraham
Ray Abraham
Samuel Abraham
Moses Abrams
Solomon Abramowitz
Tillie Abramowitz
Sophie Abramowitz
Harry Abrams
Manville Abramson
Abraham Adelman
Lillian Adelman
Arthur A. Adelman
Sarah Adler
David Adlman
Edith Albert
Ely Alexander
Mary M. Alexander
Benjamin Alpert
Leo Altfeder
Sheila F. Altshuler
Dr. Hannah Amitai
Julius Antonville
Seymour Antor
Fannie Antor
Dorothea Antor
Albert Antor
Benjamin Anzman
Sidney K. Apfel
Jacob Arfer
Rose Arfer
Bernard Arkin
Albert H. Arkus
George Arronson
Eva Asher
Mildred Asher
Dora Asher
Henry Asher
Philip Asher
Sara Asher
Joseph Asher
Miriam Askenase
Irwin Askenase
Rose Avnet

Robert Avnet
Lester Avnet
Helen Avnet
Esther Axelrad
Samuel Axelrad
Dora Bailey
Samuel Baker *
Harriet Bander
I. Harry Bander
Monia Baraf
Bert Barber
Clifford Bardach
Morris Bardach
Sidney Baritz
James Barows
Sabina Barrach
Charles Barrach
James Barrows
Kate Bassine
Solomon Bassine
Morton I. Becker
George Bell
Yetta Berkman
Morris Berkman
Henry Berkman
Henry Berman
Millie Berman
Gertrude Berman
Albert Berman
Selma Berman
Gerald Bernstein
Joseph Bernstein
Cyril Bernstein
Bertha Bernstein
Pearl M. Bernstein
Annie Smith Betten
Gertrude Beyer
Samuel Beyer
Rita Birnbaum
Isaac Birnbaum
Jacob Bishop
Max Blinkoff
Ida Blinkoff
Ann Blinkoff
Louis F. Bloom
Bessie Bloom
Lyman G. Bloomingdale
Hattie C. Bloomingdale
Edward Boker
Dorothy Bolet
Nathan Bolet
Sarah Bonoff
Etta Boorstein
Abraham Louis Boorstein
August Boorstein
H. Bernard Boren
Abraham Usher Borenstein
Pauline Boxer
Max Boxer
Sarah Braun
Abraham Braun
Irene Braun
Muriel Bregstein
Blanca Bressler
Jacob Brinkin
Rose Brinkin
Philip W. Brisk
A. Lincoln Brisk
Frieda M. Brisk
Lewis Brodar
Mildred Brodsky
Samuel Brody
Reuben Broomfield
Sadie N. Brown
Aaron Brown
Herman Brozinsky
Lee Brozinsky
Rose Brumberg
Benjamin Brumberg
Siegfried Buck
Pauline Burstein
Morris J. Burstein
Max Burstein
Samuel Cadan
Murray Cadan
Estelle Canarick
Paul Canarick
Harris Cantor
Ida Cantor
William Caplin
Sidney J. Casper
William Chaprack
Isaac Chaprnick
Arthur S. Chaprnick
Esther Chaprnick
Bert Charon
Beatrice Chertoff
Samuel Chertoff
Mae Magaril Chesler
Nathan Chesler
Alexander Chinitz
Blanche Chinitz
Perry Chipurnoi
Fanny Zahn Clements
Katie Cohen
Rose Cohen
Harry D. Cohen
Henry I. Cohen
Betsy Jane Cohen
Joseph Cohen
Sallie B. Cohen
Jennie Cohen
Victor Cohn
Louis Robert Cohn
Ruth Cooper
Harold A. Coven
Dorothy Cutler
Jack Daskin
Milton W. Daub
Harris Davidson
Rose Davidson
Ben Davis
Alice Davis
Hugo L. Davis
David Davis
Harold Deckoff
Harry Derman
Anna Diamond
Arnold Diamond
Samuel Diamond
Harry Diamond
Irving S. Dickman
Harry Dilbert
Ida Dilbert
Joseph Dorf
Selina Dorf
Esther Doskow
Herman M. Drucker
IN MEMORY OF

Sylvia Drucker
David Drukker
Isser Einhorn
Minnie Einhorn
Samuel Einhorn
Belle Abramowitz Eisenberg
Helene Eisenberg
Jean Elbaum
Murray J. Elbaum
Louis Epstein
Nathan Epstein
Lena Epstein
Esther Rosner Epstein
Sara Epstein
Julius Epstein
Michael Estrin
Benjamin Fainblatt
Sidney H. Feiler
Frederick L. Feinberg
Rubin F. Feinberg
Rebecca Feitel
Cecil Feldman
Bessie Fendrich
Samuel Fendrich
Harry Fidel
Nellie Fidel
Sarah W. Filer
Herbert Filer
Joseph Filer
Joseph Fingerhart
Anna Finkelstein
Morris Finkelstein
Ada Finkelstein
Hannah Finkelstein
Jay I. Firman
Jack J. Fischer
Wolfe Flaum
Miriam Levin Flaum
Jacob Flaxman
Irving G. Forman
Ida Seril Fortunoff
Jacob Fortunoff
Peter Harry Frank
Charles Freedman
Eva Freedman
Leah Freedman
Isidore I. Fried
Michael A. Fried
Phyllis Friedlander
Jacob Friedlander
Emil Friedlander
Emma Friedlander
Harriet G. Friedman
Philip Friedman
Mary Galansky
Gus Galansky
Harry A. Ganser
Leslie Ann Ganser
Reba Ganz
Samuel Ganz
Gabriel Gelber
Jeanne Gelber
Sam Geller
Carol Geller
Bella Gershenow
Morris Gershenow
Herman Getz
Hilda Gilman
Jay Gilman
David E. Gilman
Celia Gilman
Jose Gilston
Leona Gilston
Annie Glaser
Morris Glaser
Lottie Glauber
Samuel Glauber
Louis Gleitsman
Gertrude Godsick
Louis Godsick
Morris Gold
Dorothy Gold
Fannie Gold
Louis Gold
Irving Goldberg
George Goldberg
Esther Goldberg
Ray Goldberg
Esther Goldberg
Hyman Goldberg
Ida L. Goldfarb
Isidor A. Goldfarb
In Memory Of

Bertha Goldfine
Samuel Goldfine
Walter Goldhill
Edith Lipsitz Goldman
Sidore Goldman
Joseph Goldman
Ruth Naomi Goldring
Clara Goldsmith
Leon Goldsmith
Celia Goldsmith
Frank Goldsmith
Jacob Goldstein
Lillian M Goldstein
Max Goldstein
Irving Goldyn
Meyer Gondelman
Rachel Gondelman
Rabbi David Goodis *
Cantor Louis Gordon
Estelle Gordon
Sidney Graubard
Albert Grauer
Hattie Grauer
Miriam Grauer
Frank Green
Abner B. Green
Maurice Greenbaum
Louis Greenberg
Leon Greenberg
Morris Greenberg
Jennie Greenberg
Herbert Greenberg
Charles Greenberg
Rosalie Greenberg
Laurel Grobman
Rebecca T. Gross
Bernard Grossman
Ida Grossman
Louis Grossman
Morris Grossman
Paula Gruenstein
Minnie Gurchinsky
Helen Gurkin
Jacob S. Gurkin
Julius Harvey Guttenberg
Marvin David Guttenberg

Bertha Guttenberg
Elizabeth Haas
Louis Haas
Jules Haberman
Mollie Halpern
Rabbi Harry Halpern
Joseph Halpert
Richard Hammel
Sally Hammel
Ethel G. Hammer
Daniel Hammerschlag
Ida Hammerschlag
Marie Hammerschlag
Gertrude Harris
Harvey Harris
Leon Harris
Mary Harris
Herbert Harrison
Ida Harrison
Meyer Harrison
Aaron Hartman
Jacob Hartman
Wolf Hartman
Joseph Haskell
Alvin Hayim
Leopold Heffner
Nathan Heller
Victor Heller
Fran Heller
Sidney Hellman
Aaron Helwitz
David Helwitz
Edith Helwitz
Ben Henig
Elias P. Herbert
Lawrence Herman
Jacob Herschberg
Mattie Herwitz
Clara Baum Heyman
Herbert Heyman
Julius Heyman
Walter Hill
Morris Hirschberg
Gertrude Hirtenstein
George Hollander
Charles Hollinger
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Libby Hollinger</th>
<th>William Keisler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irving Holtz</td>
<td>Suzette Taieb Kergus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Holtzman</td>
<td>Lola Kessler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William I. Holtzman</td>
<td>Sadie Kevoetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Horowitz</td>
<td>Aaron Kevoetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya Leven Hovey</td>
<td>Pauline Kirchetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennie Apfel Hyman</td>
<td>Ida Kirschen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Iannolino</td>
<td>Nat Klaye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvette Bermak Israel</td>
<td>Sadie Klaye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Israel</td>
<td>Samuel Klaye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Israel</td>
<td>Miriam Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Jacobson</td>
<td>Samuel Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Jacoby</td>
<td>Dora Knopf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybelle Jacoby</td>
<td>Marilyn Knopf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Jacoff</td>
<td>Flora Koerner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Jaffe</td>
<td>Jennie Kohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldie M. Jaffe</td>
<td>Julius Kohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry F. Jaffe</td>
<td>Louis Kohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else Z. Jakubowski</td>
<td>Ida Burstein Kolson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Jakubowski</td>
<td>Lena Koplo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Janis</td>
<td>Irving Kornblau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Jassem</td>
<td>Sadie Kornblau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Jassem</td>
<td>Michael Kozin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seymour Joseph</td>
<td>Sylvia Kramer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Junger</td>
<td>Bernard Krauss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Junger</td>
<td>Jacob Krimsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riva Sarah Kadin</td>
<td>Lena Krimsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Kadin</td>
<td>Nathan Krosser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin Kallan</td>
<td>Jennie C. Kugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Kamber</td>
<td>Simon H. Kugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger Kane</td>
<td>Scott Kugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Karess</td>
<td>Frank S. Kupfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzion Karfiol</td>
<td>Sarah Kushner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Karfiol</td>
<td>Dorothy Lachman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadye Karp</td>
<td>Charles Lachman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yetta Karp</td>
<td>Philip J. Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milton J. Karp</td>
<td>Nettie Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Karp</td>
<td>Samuel Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Kaufman</td>
<td>Morris Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Kaufman</td>
<td>Augusta Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Kaufman</td>
<td>Richard Alan Laurence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida Kaufman</td>
<td>Lorraine Lavitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyman Kaufman</td>
<td>Etta Wassman Layman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kaufman</td>
<td>Paula K. Lazrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Kaufman</td>
<td>Gregory Legon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Jacob Keisler</td>
<td>Susan Lehman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Memory Of</td>
<td>Abraham B. Malmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Malmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oscar Malmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul H. Manheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Mankin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia Marback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David “Pop” Markel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gertrude Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose Marmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abraham Marmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Maslow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fannie Maslow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montrose Massler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sylvia Massler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arthur Medwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Meilman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennie Meilman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roeda Meilman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheldon Meisenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Meisnere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lillian Meisnere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fannie Mendell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abraham Mendell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sadie Mendelsohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Mendelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Menken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gertrude Menken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sophie Menowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saul Mensch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ida Rose Mercer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaine Miriam Merinoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruth Meryash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Meryash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethel Meryash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abraham Meryash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnett S. Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Lloyd Millman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sadie Dora Monossen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethel Morse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lenore Morton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruth Moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fannie Moss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Benjamin Lehrer                  | Harry Lemberger     |
| Charles Leibowitz               | Rose Lemberger      |
| Morris E. Leibowitz             | Eric Levi           |
| Harry Lemberger                 | Julius Levien       |
| Ned G. Levien                   | Chia M. Levien      |
| Chia M. Levien                  | Harry L. LeVine     |
| Esther Hartman LeVine           | Harri Lemberger     |
| Marlene Levins                  | Julius Levison      |
| Julius Levison                  | Leah Levitas        |
| Hannah Levkoff                  | Henry Levkoff       |
| Henry Levkoff                    | Abraham B. Levy     |
| Abraham B. Levy                  | Benjamin Levy       |
| Sonia Levy                       | Sylvia M. Levy      |
| Sylvia M. Levy                   | Kate Lewin          |
| Kate Lewin                       | Murray E. Lewin     |
| Mary Lewis                       | Rae Lichtenstein    |
| Rae Lichtenstein                 | Regina Lichtschein  |
| Regina Lichtschein               | Sylvia Lichtschein  |
| Sylvia Lichtschein               | Benjamin Lichtschein|
| Benjamin Lichtschein             | Joan Liman          |
| Joan Liman                       | Albert A. Linder    |
| Albert A. Linder                 | Israel Linder       |
| Israel Linder                    | Yetta Linder        |
| Yetta Linder                     | Alan W. Lipsay      |
| Alan W. Lipsay                   | Anne Lipsky         |
| Anne Lipsky                      | Libby Lipsky        |
| Libby Lipsky                     | Samuel Lipsky       |
| Samuel Lipsky                    | Daniel Lipsky *     |
| Daniel Lipsky *                  | Eugene Lipson       |
| Eugene Lipson                    | Marilyn Litzky      |
| Marilyn Litzky                   | Ethel Lowenthal     |
| Ethel Lowenthal                  | Harry Lubin         |
| Harry Lubin                      | Isador F. Lublin    |
| Isador F. Lublin                 | Jennie Lublin       |
| Jennie Lublin                    | Selig Lublin        |
| Selig Lublin                     | Miriam Luggery      |
| Miriam Luggery                   | Lillian Shumsky Mahoney |
| Lillian Shumsky Mahoney          | Max M. Maidenbaum   |
IN MEMORY OF

Boris Moss
Milton J. Nebenzahl
Janet Neiman
Ben Netzler
Morris Newman
Sophie Newman
Barnett Nossiter
Esther Nossiter
George Nossiter
Barbara Nott
M. Elliot Noyes
Israel A. Nuss
Anna Oberstein
George E. Oestreich
Isidore Orzech
David S. Osler
Mary Packer
Milton Packer
Robert Phillip Panzer
Reba Park
Beulah Sampson Parme
Mollie Pearlstein
Sophie Penson
Isaac Penson
Jack Penson
Morris Peshkin
Mandel Pezrow
Pearl Pezrow
Frieda Pinsley *
Morris Platt
Rose Platt
Lillian Pokrass
Jacob Pollock
Walter Popper
Fannie Poretz
Stanley Pete Probstein
Abraham J. Rabiner
Ella F. Rabiner
Isidore Raiff
Marvin Rambach
Sarah Rappaport
David Rascoff
Gloria Rechler
Samuel Rein
Morton reinsdorf
Mary H. Reinsdorf
Edward Reinsdorf
Victor Reiss
Mildred Richman
Nathan Richman
Frank N. Richter
Victor Richter
James Ridless
Albert Roberts
Ruth Roberts
Mamie Rosalsky
David Seymour Rose
Julia Rose
Mannie Rose
Steven Michael Rose
Julius Rose
Lawrence Rose
Alfred M. Rosenblatt
Harry Rosenbloom
Lena Rosenblum
Abraham Rosenblum
Julius Rosenblum
Shirley Rosenwasser
Isidore Rosman
Jacob J. Rothstein
Lillian Rothstein
Daniel Rothstein
Arthur Rothstein
Charles Rubin
Harry M. Rubin
Annie Rubin
Allene Rubin
Sol Rubin
Daniel Loeb Rubman
Irving Sabsevitz
John Sage
Reva M. Sage
Sam Salzman
Fannie Salzman
Morris Salzman
Samuel Salmowitz
Lena Salmowitz
Nathan Salwen
Harvey Salwen
Sarah Salwen
Belle Sampson
Morris Sandler
In Memory Of

Jennie Satz
Moe Satz
Jacob H. Schaeffer
Celia Schaeffer
Bertha Schantz
Henry Schantz
Herbert Schantz
Benjamin Schantz
Isaac Schantz
Lila Schein
Robert L. Schenck
Joseph George Scher
Meta Scherl
Herman Scheuer
Milton A. Schiff
Raymond Schlessel
Louis Schlossberg
Bessie Jacobs Schlossberg
Katherine Schneider
Theodore Schneider
Louis Schneider
Morris Schneider
Edward M. Schnitzer
Michael Schonbrunn
Jeannette Schorr
Harry Schorr
Shirley Schure
Julius H. Schure
Sam Schwartz
Miriam Schwartz
Harry Schwartz
Isaac Joseph Schwartz
John Schwartz
Al Schwartz
Rubin Schwartz
Annie Schwartz
Wilma Claire Schwartz
Louis Schwartzbaum
Charles I. Schwat
Mollie Schweitzer
Abraham Seff
Martha Seff
Rachel Lena Segal
Abraham Segal
Sidney Segel
Chester Sennet
Mollie Senowitz

Julius Senowitz
Rebecca Shaffer
David Shaffer
Benjamin Shaffer
Philip Shapiro
Pauline Shapiro
Morton A. Shapiro
Milton Shapiro
Lena Shapiro
Edward Shapiro
Dora Sharon
Louis Sharon
Mae Shene
Howard Sherman
Joel Shorin
George Shumsky
Shirley Shumsky
Leonore Silberman
Leon Silberstein
Michel Silverman
Samuel Silverman
Frances Silverman
Gittel Silverman
Honora Silverman
Hyman Silverman
Jacob Silverman
Isaac Silverstein
Lena Silverstein
Morris Silverstein
Harry Simon
Bernard Singer
Alyce Small
Bertha Smilkstein
Leonard A. Snitkin
Harry Snyder
Sadie Snyder
Louis Sodokoff
Max Solomon
Nettie Solomon
Tom Solow
Eric A. Sorter
Gisela Sorter
Joseph Sparberg
Rebecca Sparberg
Anne Spear
Maurice Spear
Sarah Spector
Samuel Spector
Dorothy Sperling
Mortimer Robert Spero
Ralph B. Spiro
Shirley B. Spiro
Max F. Spitz
Edward Stanislaw
Ida Gallant Stanton
Rose E. Stein
Martin Stein
Elias F. Stein
Sadie L. Steinberg
Harry Steinberg
Harold Steinert
Ellen Stempel
Fannie Stempel
Louis Stempel
Pauline Stempel
Irving Stempel
Elma J. Stern
Isadore Stern
Julian Stern
Joel Stern
Joel Stickle
Nellie Stone
Morris Strausberg
Julius Strauss
Max Sunshine
Rita Sutter
Kate Sykoff
Lucille Taffer
Dr. Irving Tarasuk
Fannie Tauber
Shirley Taylor
Constance Taylor
Morris Telles
Terry Oster Terrano
Samuel Thaler
Lena Thurm
Louis Thurm
Elie Tilles
Herman Tilles
Esther Tilles
Clara Tiplitz
Hyman Tiplitz
Rosalie Tokar
Celia Tomashoff
Isidor Tomashoff
Bernard Tomson
Rose Truc
Louis Truc
Louis Turbowitz
William Turbowitz
Esther Turbowitz
Beatrice Ullman
Jeannette K. Voldtter
Paul Vort
Alan Vort
Belle Vort
Jerome Vort
Annie Wallach
Daniel Wallach
Sadie Warshaw
Joseph Warshaw
Jesse Wasserman
Selma Wasserman
Tilly Waxman
Samuel Weber
Richard Wechsler
Frances P. Weigert
Isidore Weigert
Irving M. Weigert
Emma Weigert
Ralph Weinbaum
David Weinberg
Jean Weinfeld
Isidore Weingarten
Emanuel Weinig
Ray C. Weinreich
Rose Weinser
Michael Weinsier
Morris Weinsier
Yetta Weinstein
Bernard B. Weinstein
Bertha Weisman
Paula Weiss
Rhoda Weiss
Rose Weiss
Joseph Weiss
James Weitsman
Stella Weitsman
Dorothy Weitz
Sadie Wertkin
Abraham Wertkin
In Memory Of

Murray Wertkin
Rose Wiener
Israel Wiener
Bella Winston
Lionel Winston
Martin Winter
Jacob Wishner
Lena Witt
David Witt
Ignatz Wohl
Bernice Wohl
Arthur Wohl
Yanka Wohl
Abram Wolf
Mary Wolf
Doris Wolf
Louis Wolf
Isaac G. Wolf *
Rose Wolf*
Goldie Wolfe
Edith Aida Wollner
Saul I. Wollner
Julius Workman
Jeanette Workman
Israel Workman
Bessie Workman
David T. Workman

William Wyle
Robert J. Yohai
Mary Yohai
Jennie Yoskowitz
Rubin Yoskowitz
Gertrude Yusen
Henry Yusen
Adele Yusen
Nathan Zeifman
Samuel Zeifman
Daisy Zeitzer
Phyllis Zeizel
Max Zelinka
Mamie Zelinka
David Zelinka
Julius Zim
Shirley Zimmerman
Ettie Zucker
Helen Zucker
Howard Zucker
Nathan Zucker
Samuel Zucker
Arlene Zucker
Jacob F. Zuckert
Sarah Barr Zuckert
Susan Zutty